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A few additions and clarifications have been made.
I am grateful to several friends who have offered sug-
gestions, although, unfortunately, I have not found it

possible to follow all of these within the compass of the
present book.

W. H. McC.
December, 1953

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

Developments in physics during the past ten years have
not called for substantial revision of the subject-matter
of this book as far as it professes to go. But neither havo
thej' diniimshed the need which it attempts, however
imperfectly, to meet. In this edition alterations in the
text have, for practical reasons, been kept to the mini-
mum necessary to remove obscurities in the original

version. Additional matter appears in the form of
" Notes " at the ends of chapters, which have been re-

ferred to in the text by numbers without changing those
applying to the original " References."

The only non-trivial correction is to the dispersion

term in FresnePs " dragging coefficient "
(§ 30), and I am

grateful to Professor S. Chapman for discovering my
former error. I am indebted also to Mr. J. Hamilton
for suggestions for the introduction of new material.

The Preface to the earlier edition mentions that the
purpose is to provide an accessible account of the deduc-
tion of results of relativity theory which find common
application in physics. It is natural that some brief

description of certain of the applications themselves
should be included. But it is hoped that physicists will

not be surprised at tho absence of experimental details
;

their discussion would be entirely outside the stated
purpose.

W. H. McC.
September, 1015



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

Since the formulation of the special theory of relativity

by Einstein in 1905, it has found application in almost

the whole field of physics. The applications themselves

have become fairly familiar, but their standard deri-

vations are not all readily accessible. The object of

this book is therefore to furnish accessible deductions

of those results of relativity theory which find most

frequent application in physics. While the "general"

theory of relativity, or something of a similar nature,

is a theoretical necessity, its observable consequences

that are distinct from those of special relativity have

so far been entirely astronomical. Hence "special"

relativity suffices for the purpose of this book, which

can be achieved using only elementary mathematical

methods and without recourse to tensor calculus.

Although the book is intended in the first place for

physicists, it is hoped that mathematicians may find

it of assistance in appreciating the physical significance

of more advanced treatments.

It is a pleasure to thank Professor S. Chapman, F.R.S.,

Dr. H. T. Flint, and Professor G. P. Thomson, F.R.S., for

reading the manuscript and for making suggestions for

improvements in the text, of which I have been only

too glad to take advantage.

W. H. McC.

July, 1934
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RELATIVITY PHYSICS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. There is some principle of relativity implicit in
every system of physics, for it means merely the prin-
ciple which governs the way in which the observations
of different observers are related to each other. Thus
in ordinary mechanics, whenever we employ moving
axes, we are in fact appealing to a relativity principle
in order to relate the laws of motion in the " fixed

"

and " moving " frames of reference. It is the object
of relativity theory to discover the form of the relativity
principle which holds for the actual world of experience,
and to study its consequences.

Several avenues of approach are open. They may
be classed as either geometrical, if they employ geo-
metrical models of space-time, analytical, if they start
with abstract postulates about the equivalence of
observers, or physical, if they are made to depend more
immediately upon the results of observation. It is
the physical method which is employed in this book.

2. Special and General Relativity.—The special theory
of relativity deals with observers in uniform relative
motion

; a precise formulation is given in the next
chapter. The general theory, on the other hand, deals
with general relative motion. But if two observers
are in non-uniform relative motion, one or both will

1



2 RELATIVITY PHYSICS

be in an apparent field of force, since, for example,

freely moving particles must appear to at least one of

the observers to undergo acceleration. Hence general

relativity must certainly deal with apparent fields of

force. There is, however, no particular physical differ-

ence between " apparent " and " real " fields of force.

So we may expect that general relativity will provide a

theory also of real or gravitational fields. Actually it

turns out that the special theory is adequate to cope with

all laboratory phenomena hitherto investigated. The
general theory is necessary of course for philosophical

completeness, but in application is necessary only for

dealing with large scale gravitational effects. That
is why the three so-called " crucial " tests of general

relativity, the gravitational deflection of light, the

gravitational redshift, and the advance of the peri-

helion of mercury, are all on the astronomical scale.

Consequently we can be content in this little book to

keep to the special theory.

3. Mathematical Treatment.—We shall employ only

elementary mathematics. Tensors and variational

methods will not be used. Vector notation is intro-

duced for conciseness, though vectors will not be used

as a calculus. Also any explicit appeal to the conception

of the space-time continuum is unnecessary to our

treatment.

4. References.—Each chapter concludes with a short

bibliography referred to by numbers in the text. Refer-

ences are given to typical sources of additional informa-

tion on grounds of their accessibility, it being outside

the present scope to compile a list of the original sources.

The following is a brief general bibliography.

Books devoted exclusively to special relativity are:

—

J. L. Synge, Relativity: the Special Theory (Amsterdam,
1956).

G. Stephenson and C. W. Kilmister, Special Relativity

for Physicists (London, 1958).
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For further reading these, and the relevant sections of
(lie following books, may be recommended:

—

P. G. Bergmaim, Introduction to the Theory of Relativity
(New York, 1942).

C. Moller, The Theory of Relativity (Oxford, 1952).
W. Pauli, Theory of Relativity (London, 1958).
V. Fock, The Theory of Space, Time and Gravitation

(trans. N. Kemmer) (London, 1959).

For general exposition and for historical interest the
following may be specially mentioned:

—

The Principle of Relativity, a collection of memoirs by
Lorentz, Einstein, Minkowski, and Weyl (London.
1923).

A. Einstein, Relativity (15th ed., London, 1954).
Sir Edmund Whittaker, History of the Theories of Aether

and Ekctricity, 1900-1926, Chapter II (London
1953).



CHAPTER II

SPECIAL RELATIVITY AND THE LORENTZ
TRANSFORMATION

5. Velocity o! Light.—The velocity of light makes its

appearance in physics as a deduction from the theory
of electromagnetism. The laws of the electromagnetic

field, summed up in Maxwell's equations, are based
inductively on experiment. A certain constant factor c,

having the dimensions of velocity, has to be intro-

duced into the formulation of the theory at the point
where connection is established between electrostatic

and electromagnetic phenomena. In fact one electro-

magnetic unit of electric charge is equal to c electro-

static units, and c = 2-998 X 1010 cm./sec, approxi-

mately. The theory then predicts the existence of

electromagnetic waves and gives for their velocity in

empty space, independently of the wave-length, precisely

this velocity c.

Now this value agrees with the observed velocity of

light in vacuo, and for this and a variety of other reasons,

light is identified as consisting of such electromagnetic

waves. We may therefore refer to the constant c as
the velocity of light in empty space.

We have to realise, however, that the experiments
on which the electromagnetic equations are usually
based are performed by an observer at rest relative to

the media, that is to say the dielectrics and conductors,
concerned in those experiments. What we have called

the velocity of light in empty space is actually the

RELATIVITY AND LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION 5

velocity deduced by such an observer. The problem
then arises as to what value would be obtained by
another observer in motion relative to the first. We
shall here restrict ourselves to uniform relative motion,
having noticed in § 2 how the results may receive
generalisation for the case of accelerated motion.

If now we were right in using the expression " the
velocity of light in empty space," then this second
observer can also obtain for it only the value c. For
our original deduction contained no reference to the
velocity of the source of the radiation, so that it was
actually completely described as the velocity in the
space, or medium, with no special reference to a source.
It was referred, of course, to some frame of reference
at rest with respect to the first observer, but in empty
space there can be nothing to give this frame an ad-
vantage over any other in uniform relative motion.
For the space contains nothing which could be taken
as fixing a standard of rest.

The only alternative to this conclusion is that the
expression, " the velocity of light in empty space," has
been misapplied, and that space is not in fact empty,
even apart from the light itself. It must then be sup-
posed permeated by some medium, the aether, and
the velocity c will then give the velocity of light relative
to a frame at rest with respect to this aether. The veloc-
ity of light with respect to any other frame in motion
relative to the first will be something different, if the
sethcr plays any significant r61e, and will be some
function of the relative velocity.

Just as our original equations of the electromagnetic
field were based on the results of observation, so now
our decision between these two alternatives, which is
to lead to a theory of transformation of these equations
to different frames of reference, must also be based on
observation. This is not, however, the place to go into
experimental details ; here, and in all future references
to observation, we shall merely quote results.

The most famous experiment in this connection is
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that of Michelson and Morley,1 first performed in 1887
and repeated several times subsequently. It was
designed to compare the to-and-fro times of travel of

a light signal along equal lengths in two perpendicular

directions. These times were to be measured with
respect to a frame which, on the hypothesis of the
aether, would have finite velocity with respect to it.

One of the directions was taken parallel to this velocity.

On the analogy of a disturbance propagated through
a material medium the two times of travel should be
different by an amount easily calculated, and easily

detectable in the system on which the test was made.
This system was that provided by a frame fixed on the

earth, so that the significant velocity was that of the

earth in its orbit round the sun compounded with any
motion of the solar system as a whole.

The first trial gave a negative result, that is to say
no discernible difference between the times of travel

of light in the two directions. This showed that the

hypothesis of the sether was wrong, unless it had so

happened that at the epoch of the experiment the re-

sultant velocity of the earth relative to the aether was
zero. The latter explanation was shown to be invalid

by repeating the experiment when the earth was at

other positions in its orbit, all the repetitions giving
the same negative result.

We shall not enter further into the observational

evidence from other sources,2 all of which substantiates,

as far as it goes, the conclusion drawn from the
Michelson-Morley experiment. We should point out,

however, that the fact of the velocity of light being inde-

pendent of the velocity of its source is assumed in all

ordinary optical theory, and the success of this theory
provides confirmation of the assumption. A well-known
argument in this connection is due to de Sitter,3 who
points out that if the velocity of light were dependent
on the velocity of its source, then this fact would have
to be allowed for in reducing the observational data
on double star orbits, and it would then destroy the

P.ELATTVTTY AND LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION 7

familiar agreement of these orbits with those calculated

from ordinary mechanical principles.

Experiment then has decided in favour of our first

alternative, that the velocity of light in empty space is

the same for all observers %n uniform relative motion, its

value being independent, of the velocity of its source.5

6. Principle of Special Relativity.—We now state as

a generalisation of the last result, No experiment can
ever detect a uniform translation through space. It has
then acquired the character of a postulate. But it is

of course consistent with the observations on the
velocity of light described above. Also, if the postulate

is first given in the form that no experiment on light

can ever detect a uniform translation through space,

it is then not a very long step to this more general
statement, granted that we recognise the fundamentally
electromagnetic character of all physical phenomena.
For we should then expect that if a uniform translation
affected any natural phenomena it would affect the
laws of the electromagnetic field in such a way as to be
detectable by optical means. Nevertheless, the prin-
ciple cannot, by its nature, be established directly by
experiment, and what we have just said serves merely
to show that it is a feasible postulate on which to found
a theory. The usefulness of the theory is to be judged
by its consequences, which it is the purpose of the
present book to study.

An equivalent statement of the principle is, The
laws of nature are the same refeired to all frames of refer-

ence in uniform translation relative to each other. For
any lack of agreement in the laws would provide a means
of detecting a uniform velocity through space, in

contradiction of the previous statement. This is the
restricted principle of relativity, or the principle of
Special Relativity. It is called " restricted " or " special

"

since it contemplates only systems in uniform relative
motion, and not the wider problem of general relative

motion. In this book we shall refer to it briefly as the
Relativity Principle.
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7. Events—An " event " will be taken to mean some-
thing happening at a certain place at a certain time,
for example the emission of a light-signal at a given place
and time, or, say, the passage of a moving particle at
a certain instant through some marked position.

It will be taken as a result of experience that an event
requires four, and only four, quantities for its localisa-
tion by an observer. These are its time, and its position
as determined by three measurements of distance
amounting to a determination of rectangular cartesian
co-ordinates relative to some frame of reference chosen
by the observer. Any four suitable functions of these
four quantities may be used instead of the quantities
themselves.

The field of physical investigation will then be taken
to consist of phenomena composed of such events.

8. Lorentz Transformation.—In order to follow out
the results of the principle of relativity, we must first
find out how two observers in uniform relative motion
will describe the same event. The notation adopted
here will serve throughout the book.

Let an observer A choose as a frame of reference S
a set of cartesian axes Ox, Oy, Oz in which he himself
is at rest at the origin 0, and let him measure time t

by a clock at rest in S. He therefore describes any event
by a set of numbers (x, y, z, t). Further, let another
observer B similarly choose a frame S' given by O'x',Oy

,
O'z' in which he is at rest at 0', and let him measure

time t' by a clock at rest in S'. So B will describe any
event by a set of numbers (x', y', z', t'). The problem is
to find the relation between (x, y, z, t) and (x', y', z', t')

if they refer to the same event as observed respectively
by A, B when these observers A, B are in uniform
relative motion.

It will not restrict the problem physically if we sup-
pose the motion to consist in B having a constant velocity
V, as measured by A, along Ox, and if we suppose
O'x' to lie along this direction, with O'y', O'z' parallel
respectively to Oy, Oz. The state of affairs is indicated

RELATIVITY AND LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION 9

in Fig. 1, in which Oz, O'z' have for simplicity been
omitted.

We now make use of two results of experience :

(i) The path of a particle acted on by no forces is a
straight line described with uniform velocity,
any straight line and any velocity providing a
possible path.

(ii) The velocity of fight is a constant, independent
of the velocity of the source. This result has
already been discussed.

Now apply the principle of relativity. It then follows
that if (i) is true for A it is true also for B. But in S

8'

^>v
Fig. 1.

the path of the particle is described by x, y, z being
given as linear functions of t. Our principle requires
that m consequence the path of the same particle in
& should be described by x', y', z' appearing as linear
i unctions of t'. Therefore, since any set of three linear
relations between x, y, z, t could be taken as giving a
possible path in S, the transformation to S' must be
such that any linear relation is transformed into a linear
relation. This shows that the transformation itself must
ve linear 4

, that is to say of the form
*' = fco + kxx -f- k2y + kzz -f- kA t, . . .,

t' = ?i -f- njX + n$ + n3z + n4t, (1)

where k
, kx , . . ., n4 are constants depending on V.
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Let the instant when 0, 0' coincide be taken as the

origin of time t = 0, t' = for A, B. Then suppose

that at this instant a flash of light is emitted at (or 0')

and gives rise to a wave front spreading out from O
(or 0')- Then this wave front is composed of a collec-

tion of events observed by A, B. By (ii) it is for A at

time t a sphere with centre and radius ct, where c is

the velocity of light in S. Its equation is therefore

X 2 + y
2 + Z2 _ czt 2 = o. . . (2)

Now by a further application of the principle of rela-

tivity, or by the conclusion of § 5, the result (ii) must

hold also for observer B, and therefore the equation of

the wave front in S' at time t' is

x" + y" + z" - c'H" = 0, (3)

where c' is the velocity of light in S\

If now (x, y, z, t), (x', y' , z', t') refer to the same event

in the wave front, then equation (2) must transform

into equation (3) in going from S to S'. But the sub-

stitution of expressions of the form (1) in the left-hand

side of (2) will yield a quadratic in {x'
,
y', z', t'), which

must be merely a constant multiple of the left-hand

side of (3) if equation (2) is to transform into equation

(3). That is

X 2 + y* + Z 2 _ cH 2 = tfaf* + y" + Z" - c'V), (4)

where k is a constant. Further c, c' can differ only

through a difference of units in S, S', for a difference

depending on V would contradict the principle of rela-

tivity. We may therefore supposo the units so chosen

that c = c', and then a further adjustment of units

would make k = 1. Then (4) shows that the quantity

xi _j_ y* _|_ z 2 — cH 2 is invariant under the transforma-

tion sought.

This is satisfied if we take in particular

y = y\ Z = Z', X*-Cn* = x"-CH'\ . (5)

If we make a linear substitution for x', t' in the last

RELATIVITY AND LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION 11

relation, and compare coefficients, we find that it must
be of the form

±x'=a;cosha—ctsinha., ±c«'=a;sinha—c^cosha, (6)

where a is a constant.6

Now the point 0' is given by x', y', z' = 0, that is

from (5), (6), x = ct tanh a, y = 0, z = referred to S.
So we have actually obtained the case particularised in
Fig. 1 if we put

V = c tanh a,

since this gives for S' the required motion relative to S.
Substituting for a the transformation in (5), (6) then
becomes, when we choose the signs in (6) to give
x = x', t = t' when V = 0,

x' = x-Vt
Vl - V 2

/c
2
'

y' = y> z' = z,

- t - Vxfc*

Vl - V-/c2 '
"

• (7)

This is the well-known Lorentz Transformation.
As has been pointed out above the particularisation

has introduced no physical restriction. Further, in our
derivation, our first appeal to the relativity principle
showed that the transformation had to be linear, and
then our second appeal to this principle has fixed the
coefficients of the transformation uniquely. Hence no
further appeal to the principle can introduce anything
new. Consequently, provided the principle itself suffers
from no internal inconsistency, the study of its conse-
quences must be exactly equivalent to the study of the
behaviour of physical laws under a Lorentz transforma-
tion. This study is known as the theory of Special
Relativity.

9. Relativistic Invariance—It follows that the rela-
tivity principle is equivalent to the assertion that the
laws of nature must retain their validity when the space
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and time variables undergo a Lorentz transformation.

They are therefore said to be relativistically invariant.

Physics clearly must aim at presenting its laws in forms

possessing such invariance ; any statement failing in

this respect cannot be a general law.

REFERENCES AND NOTES
1 Eddington, Space, Time and Gravitation, 18.

1 von Laue, Relativitdtstheorie, 31.
8 de Sitter, Phys. Zeitschrift, 14, 429 (1913).

* More exactly, the argument in the text shows that the trans-

formation must be projective. If, however, we suppose that

events in the finite experience of one observer must occur also in

the finite experience of the other, then the projective transforma-

tion must reduce to the linear transformation (1).

6 The stated conclusion is generally, though not quite univer-

sally, accepted. Certain writers claim evidence for a secular

charge in the speed of light, but this is not substantiated by a

critical study of all standard determinations (Dorsey, Trans.

American Phil. Soc, 34, Pt. I (1944)). D. C. Miller {Reviews oj

Mod. Phys., 5, 203 (1933)) claims to find from his considerable

observations the equivalent of a positive result for the Michelson-

Morley experiment, but one much smaller than the simple

" tether theory " would predict. A final assessment of these

observations is perhaps awaited. However, the general situation

is this

:

. . ,.

It is convenient in our present approach to assume the con-

stancy of the speed of light in sotting up the mathematical

formulation of special relativity. But it must be emphasised that

the validity of the theory, within its explicitly restricted scope,

does not depend predominantly upon the observed constancy of

the speed of light. On the one hand it may be deduced from

much more fundamental axioms than those wo have stated, and

on the other, having been so deduced, its various predictions such

as are described in this book may be regarded as all contributing

experimental verification. Our conviction of the validity of this

theory then results from the plausibility of the axioms and from

tho whole body of experimental evidence, combined with in-

tuitive judgments concerning simplicity and fitness. Such is the

strength of the conviction that, were future repetitions of the*

Michelson-Morley experiment to give different results, we should

feel bound to seek an explanation not inconsistent with special

relativity theory so far as it would apply.
• Wo imply throughout that we are concerned only with real

values of the variables and parameters.

It may also be noted that the ambiguous sign on the left and

the arbitrariness (at this stage) of a cover all possibilities in (6)

without the explicit writing of ambiguous signs on the right.

CHAPTER HI

RELATIVITY KINEMATICS

10. Elementary Properties of the Lorentz Transforma-

tion.—We shall write equations (7) as

x' = P(x-Vt), y' = y, z' = z, t' = (S(t- Vx/c2
), (8)

where *
|8 = 1/Vl - V 2/c2. . . (9)

The direct algebraic solution of (8) as a set of simul-

taneous equations for x, y, z, t gives

x= (3(x' + Vt'), y= y\ z= z', t= P(t' + Vx'/c 2
). (10)

This shows that the transformation from (x', y', z', t') to

{x, y, z, t) is also a Lorentz transformation, being pre-

cisely of the form (8) with — V replacing V.

Thus if A describes B as moving along Oa; with
velocity V, then, as we should expect, B describes A
as moving along O'x' with velocity — V.

Suppose now we apply a second Lorentz transforma-

tion from the system S' to a system S" having a velocity

V along O'x'. Then we have

x" = p'(x' - N't'), y" = y', z" = z',

r = £'(«'- V'z'/c2
), (11)

where x", y", z", t" refer to S", and 0' = 1/Vl - V'/c2
.

Substituting from (8) in (11) we find

x" = W'{x(l + VV'/c 2
) - t(V + V')},

y" = y, z" = z,

t" = ffi{t(l + W'/c2
)
- x(V + V')/c 2

}. . (12)

* In referring to tho literature of the subject it should be noted
that different writers employ the symbol /3 in this connection
to si and for different functions of V.

13
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But we have identically

(1 + VV'/c a)/Vl - V 2/c2 Vl - V"/c s

where

= 1/Vl - V'"/e 2 =
j

8", say, (13)

V + V
V" =

1 + VY'/c 2
. (14)

Hence (12) can be written

x" = P"(x - Y"t), y" = y, z" = z,

t"= fi"(t - V"s/c2
), (15)

so that (a) the resultant of two successive Lorentz trans-

formations is itself a Lorentz transformation.1

Further we see in particular from (8) that (6) if V =
we have the identical transformation. Also from (14)

if V' = — V, then V" = 0, and the transformation from

S to S" is identical, thus showing again that (c) to the

transformation with 'parameter V there corresponds an in-

verse transforation with parameter — V. These results

(a), (b), (c) verify that the Lorentz transformations form

a mathematical group, and in fact a one-parameter group,

there being only the one variable parameter V.

Actually we have here verified properties which are

necessary results of the equivalence of the relativity

principle and the application of the Lorentz transforma-

tion discussed in § 8.

11. Fitzgerald - Contraction and Time Dilatation. —
Suppose we have a rigid rod of length L fixed in the

system S'. We require to find its length as measured

by an observer fixed in S.

Suppose first that it lies parallel to the axis Q'y'.

Then if yx , y2 refer to its ends we have y2 — yx = L .

Hence from (8), y2
— yj = L ,

where yx , y2 correspond

respectively to
gfc', y2

'. Hence in S the measured length

is also L . Therefore if a rigid body is in uniform motion

relative to an observer, its dimensions perpendicular to

the direction of motion are unchanged. This is merely

the physical interpretation of the fact that we were

able to take y = y',z = z', in (5).

Suppose now that the rod lies parallel to OV, and let

Xi, x2 refer to its ends. Also let x
x , x2 refer to the

positions of these ends in S at times tx , t2 . Then by (8)

xx
' = ^xx -Ytx),

x2
' = p(x2 -Vt2). . (16)

Now the actual measurement of the length of the rod
by the observer A consists in his noting on some scale

fixed in S the graduations with which the ends of the
moving rod coincide at some definite instant, that is to

say, bv finding x2 — xx = L, say, for t2
= tx . Hence

from (16)

L = (x2
' - */)/£

= VI — V2
/c

2 L , by definition of L . (17)

Hence the apparent length of a rigid body in the direction

of its motion with uniform velocity V is reduced by the

factor Vl — V 2/c 2
. This reduction is known as the

Fitzgerald-Contraction. It was first proposed by Fitz-

gerald and Lorentz as an explanation of the negative
result of the Michelson-Morley experiment, before the
advent of relativity theory. 2 For, as far as that experi-
ment is concerned, it clearly amounts to the same thing
as denying the existence of an aether, merely to say
that a body in motion through the aether changes its

dimensions in such a way that this motion can never be
detected. It turns out that the Fitzgerald contraction
represents just the change of dimensions requisite, on
the aether hypothesis, for this purpose.

Again let tx , t2 be times registered by a clock fixed
in S' at, say, x' = x^, and let tv t2 be the corresponding
times registered by a clock fixed in S. Then by (10)
we have

h = 0(V + Vz/c 2
), t2 = j3(V + VV/c2

). . (18)

Therefore, if T, T are the time-intervals registered by
the clocks in S, S' respectively, we have by subtraction

T = t2
- tx

= ffiV
- tx

')

= T /Vl T V 2/c 2
. . . . (19)
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Hence the time intervals registered by a clock appear

to an observer with respect to whom it has a uniform

velocity V to be lengthened by a factor 1/Vl — V 2
/c

2
,

or, in brief, a -moving clock appears to go slow. This is

generally alluded to as the phenomenon of time dilatation.
3

12. Composition of Velocities.—We can write (10) in

differential form as

dx = P{dx' + Vdt'), dy = dy', dz = dz',

dt = p{dt' + Vdx'/c2
). (20)

If then {x, y, z, t), {x', y' , z', t') refer to a moving point P,

its velocities in S, S' are given respectively by say

(u, v, w), {u', v', w'), where

dx
U =

aTt'

v = dy

dt'

dz
W = dt

u' =
dt"

v =
dt"

«-% (21>

Dividing the first three equations (20) by the last, wo
obtain for the relations between (u, v, w) and (u', v\ w')

+ V
u =

1 + w'V/c 2 ' V =
0(1 + u'V/c2

)
w

Iffw =WT^Wr (22)

The velocity (u', v', w') is the velocity of P relative

to S', and V is the velocity of S' relative to S, being in

the direction of u' . The velocity (u, v, w) then represents

the result of compounding these two velocities.

Similarly, or by solving (22), we find

u-V
u —

wV/c2 '
V =

P(l - uV/c*)'

w' = w
;8(l-wV/c2 )-

(23)

The first feature to notice in (22) is that the com-
ponents of the velocity of P perpendicular to the velocity

V are altered when compounded with V, in the manner
shown by the last two equations. The second feature
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is that two velocities, in this case u', V in the same

direction are to be compounded according to the first

equation, which is naturally the same as (14). Using

the latter form it yields

. v„,. (l-V/c)(l-V'/c) _
1 - v l

c ~
i + vV'/c 2 ' '

{
'

so that if < V,V < c, then V,V < V" < c.

By successive applications of this rule we can com-

pound any number of velocities in the same direction.

If each of these is less than the velocity of fight, then it

follows from (24) that the resultant is itself always less

than the velocity of light, but can be made arbitrarily near

to the velocity of light, by sufficiently increasing the

number of separate (non-zero) velocities. Further, from

(24), if either V or V = c, then also V" = c, showing

that the " addition " of any velocity to the velocity of light

merely reproduces the velocity of light. This is shown more

generally by (22), whence it follows that

c2— u2— v 2— w 2= l-V 2/c2

(1 + m'V/c2
)

2
-Jc

2-u' i
-v"-w"'), (25)

4-«j2^r,2 .so that if u''-\-v'
t
-\-io"=c2, then also u2

-\-v
2

This just recovers, of course, the result introduced at

the beginning, that the velocity of light is the same for

all observers.

13. Acceleration Formulae.—We shall write (u, v, w),

{u' , v', w') for the components of acceleration of P in

S, S' where

du dv
v
=dt>

w = dw
dt

W = du'
V = dv'

dt"

* = w- m
The general relations between these quantities are

complicated, but it will be sufficient for us to treat the

special case when P is instantaneously at rest in S'.

Then, differentiating (22), and putting u' , v' , w' = 0,

after differentiation, we obtain
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du = du'(\ - V 2/c 2
), dv = dv'Vl - V 8

/c*,

dw = dw'Vl — V 2
/c. (27)

Also, from the last of equations (20), when u' = 0, we
have dt = fidt'. Using this in (27) we have

u= u'IP, v = v'/P\ w= w'IP
i
, (j8=l/Vl-tt2/e8

) (28)

for the acceleration of P in S, when its acceleration in S'
is (u', v", w'), and its velocity in S' is momentarily zero.

14. Newtonian Limiting Case.—If we proceed to the
limit when c -» oo, equation (8), (22) become respectively

x' = x - Xt, y' = y, z' = z, t' = t,

and u' = u — V, v' = v, w' = w.

These give precisely the rules for change of axes and
for addition of velocities always employed in classical me-
chanics. Newtonian theory contains, indeed, a definite
" principle of relativity " embodied in these rules for
passing from the frame of reference of one observer to
that of another observer. We now see, however, why
it is inconsistent with a constant finite velocity of light,

and the relativity of other electromagnetic phenomena,
since it corresponds on the present theory to the limiting
case when the velocity of light is made infinite.

It will therefore be a useful check on our subsequent
mechanical formulae to see that they pass over into the
corresponding classical forms when c -* co. In par-
ticular, any result not containing c explicitly will be
the same as on classical theory.

REFERENCES AND NOTES

1 This holds for two Lorentz transformations corresponding to
velocities V, V in the same direction. If these are not in the same
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(1927), 1-22) to correct a discrepancy in tho first calculation of
the rate of precession of a spinning electron.
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8 Additional notes (a), (b) on p. 83.

CHAPTER IV

RELATIVITY MECHANICS

15. Mass and Momentum.—We shall consider a set of
n moving particles P

( , which in the frames S, S' have
respectively velocities (u„ v

t, wt ), («/, */, u>/), (i = 1,
2, . . ., n). Write

Pi ~v ?
/ '

Then an identity equivalent to (25) is given by

Pi = (1 + «/V/c*)#/, . . (30)

whence the law of transformation of velocities (22) can
hu written in the form

"A-W + Vf/, *&-*%', »A -<*%'. (3i)

Now let the quantities recognised by observer A as
the masses of the particles be M,-, such that he defines
the total mass, and components of total momentum, of
the whole set as

£M„ 27M ftt„ ZMiVu EMjov . (32)

when the summation S is taken over all tho particles.
Define now new quantities m i} M,-' by the relations

ltyA-«ii-M;/jV. . . (33)

Then using (30), (31), (33) we can express the quan-
tities (32) in the following way :

—

19
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(34)

(35)

27M, = SmSi = Zm,{l 4- w/V/c 2
)$3/

= pZM/ 4- j8V/c 227M/w/,
£M,.tt,- = Eniiufii = Em

t{uj 4- V)#8/
=* PVZMJ + pSMt'v/,

ZMpt
= ZniiVfii = ZiUiV/pi' = 27M/w/,

£M,w, = ErriiWiPt = Zto.w/ft' = £M/tt>/,

i.e. as linear functions of the quantities

27M/, 27M/V, 27M/v/, 27M/W/,

with constant coefficients depending only on the con-
stant V. In fact the coefficients are the same as those
of t', x', y', z' in the Lorentz transformation. Hence
a necessary and sufficient condition for the quantities

(32) to be conserved throughout the motion of the particles,

is that the quantities (35) be conserved. And be it remem-
bered that we have not in any way restricted the number
of the particles, their interactions, nor their motions.
The relativity principle, however, requires that, if the
laws of conservation of mass and momentum are true

in S, then they must also be true in S'. Hence the quan-
tities (35) must be those recognised by observer B as
the total mass, and components of total momentum,
of the set of particles. In order, however, for this to

have an intelligible meaning, the quantities M/ must
be independent of anything depending on A, that is

of V and of the velocities {u{ , v i}
wt). Thus m

{ must
be a constant depending only on the particle P<, and not

on its motion. Then M/ plays the part of the quantity
recognised by B as the mass of the particle P,.

16. Proper Mass and Relative Mass.—Taking the
special case u

t , v{ , w {
= 0, and so fit

= 1, in (33), we see
that mt is the mass of the particle Pi as estimated by
an observer with respect to whom it is at rest. It is

therefore called the proper mass of the particle.

Then from (33) an observer, with respect to whom a
particle of proper mass m has velocity w = (u, v, w),
uses a mass

Til

Vl-w*/c" (
W =I W D (36)
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in formulating the laws of momentum. This is called
the relative mass of the particle. Its momentum p is

then, from (32), (33),

mw / mu
p==

vi-w*/caS \vr=^
mv mw \

-w2
/c

2/'wa/c2 ' Vl-w2
/c2' Vl-w2

/

(37)

17. Kinetic Energy.—Consider now the simple prob-
lem of the collision of two spherical particles moving
along their line of centres. Let their proper masses f be
mlt m2 , and let their velocities before and after collision

be uv uz , Uj*, u2
* respectively. Then by § 16 the

equations of conservation of mass and momentum give

wt. m,

Vl-V/c2 Vl-V/c 5

m,ui*i m2u2

Vi-ufic* Vi-u2
2
/c

8 Vi-vVc^Vi-Wc2 '

'

(39)

The values of uv u2 can be assigned arbitrarily, and
then these two equations serve completely to determine
u *\

.

w2*- Actually there will be two solutions ; but
one is always wx

* = uv u2
* = u2 , corresponding to the

case of no interaction. So the result for the case when
there is interaction is determined uniquely.

It might appear that we have already got more in-
formation than we ought to expect, for our equations
determine the result of a collision, without bring-
ing in any mention of a law of impact. But now,
if the colliding bodies are capable of any internal

t Assuming for the moment that they are not altered by the
collision. In the general case we should write m,*, m

2
* on the

R.H.S. of (38), (39). From what follows below we should say in
an ordinary mechanical description that, when m

l *m x
*. niz^mf,

the kinetic energy is not conserved and the collision is inelastic.We should now explain the change in proper mass of the bodies
by saying that it represents the mass of tho kinetio energy which
has been transformed into internal (heat) energy.
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motions, they must be regarded as assemblages of more
elementary particles. Then in the application of our

conservation laws each of these particles, with its re-

sultant velocity, would make an explicit contribution

to (38), (39). Hence in treating the bodies as simple

particles we have really ruled out the possibility of

internal motions, or, in the ordinary language of

mechanics, we have treated them as perfectly elastic.

When, however, two perfectly elastic bodies collide

then we have the law obeyed, which we arc in the habit

of calling the law of conservation of energy. But since

we have seen that the result of the collision is uniquely

determined by equations (38), (39), the requirement

that the energy be conserved may impose no new
condition. Otherwise we should have more equations

than unknowns. Evidently therefore tho energy con-

dition is automatically satisfied ; and it is easy to see

how. For if we take the case where the velocities

uv u2 , %*, u2
* are small compared with the velocity

of light c, then (38) may bo written

mj(l + V/2c 2 +...) + ™2(1 + V/2c2 + • • •)

= m^i + V/2eI + . . .) + m2(l+u2*72c
2 + . . .)

or, approximately,

\myux
* + \m2u2

z = fyn1ul
*, + \m2u2

* %
, . (40)

which is precisely the classical equation of energy.

Hence we are left with no alternative but to recognise

that equation (38), which expresses the conservation of

mass, expresses also the conservation of energy.

Hence we assert that a particle of proper mass m and

velocity w has
_ , . m
Relative mass =

Vl — w'2 /c2
'

Energy E = mc
Vl - w 2/ca'

' (41)

the constant c2 being introduced so that the expansion

of the last expression is mc2 + Jwiw 2 -+- raO(l/c2
),

(w < c), and so differs from the classical kinetic energy
£raw 2 only in the terms 0(1 /c 2

) and the constant mc'2 .

This constant corresponds merely to a convenient ad-
justment of the energy zero.

18. Impossibility of Velocity greater than c.—From
(37), (41), if w -> c, then the relative mass, momentum,
and energy all tend to infinity. Thus, if a particle has
given non-zero proper mass, its speed cannot be accelerated

from a value less than the speed of light to a value equal to

the speed of light. For this would require an infinite

amount of momentum and energy to be given to it,

which in virtue of our conservation laws, is impossible
in any finite system.

This is what is meant in relativity by the impossibility
of a velocity greater than c. The propagation of a dis-

turbance with a velocity greater than c, for example a
phase velocity of an electromagnetic disturbance, not
accompanied by a flow of energy or momentum with
the same velocity, is certainly not excluded.

19. Relativity Equations of Motion.—Right at the
foundation of the present development of relativity
theory we have placed Newton's First Law of Motion,
that a body acted upon by no forces moves with uniform
velocity in a straight line. We have ensured also that
this law will hold for all observers in uniform relative
motion (p. 9).

We now re-affirm also Newton's Second Law, that
the rate of change of momentum of a body is equal to the
impressed force, and is in the direction of this force.
That is, for a body of proper mass m, moving with
velocity w, and acted upon by a force F,

This statement indicates how a " force " is to be
measured, but it is more than a mere definition of
" force." For it contains also a physical principle in
that it shows what effect the same force has on bodies
of different mass and velocity.
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Such a law as this is not susceptible of theoretical

proof. We have to proceed by showing first that it satisfies

any demands which may be laid down a -priori, and then

the full test of its validity is provided by the agreement

of its predictions with observation.

Adopting this procedure, we notice in the first place

that the law represents in fact the simplest possible

generalisation of the classical law to take account of

the relativistic value of the momentum. Further, for

values of w small compared with the velocity of light,

it approximates to the classical law to the second order

in w/c, so that the ordinary observational verifications

of the latter law apply also to the new law. The remain-

ing a priori demand is that it should obey the relativity

principle, that is, if it holds for observer A, it must hold

also for observer B. But the left-hand side (L.H.S.)

of (42) can be transformed by a Lorentz transformation

according to the methods of Chapter III. This will

then determine the law of transformation of the R.H.S.

which will ensure the relativistic invariance of the law,

and so will give the way in which B will estimate a force f
whose value for A is F.

20. Transformation of Force.—We shall now illustrate

the law of transformation of force by studying one
particular case with the aid of § 13. We assume pre-

cisely the conditions there described for the particle P,
supposed of proper mass m, only it will be convenient
now to write S* and w* = (u*, v*, w*) in place of S'

and w' = (V, v', w'). Let the force be F* = (X*, Y*, Z*)
measured in S*, and F = (X, Y, Z) measured in S.

Then in S* (42) becomes

?nw* = F*, (43)

f Readers who are familiar with the use of a four-dimensional
" world force-vector " will doubtless be reminded at this stage
of its difforence from the three-dimensional force-vector here
employed. For the case of a particle of constant proper mass
the former is orthogonal to the world-line of the particle, and
ita relation to the latter is very simple. It belongs, however,
to a different development of the theory.1
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since the velocity is instantaneously zero, and we
recover the equation of classical theory. Using (28)

this gives

mu
(1 - u2jc

2
fi*
v=X*,

mv
(1 - «2/c

2
)

- = Y*

miv

In order to evaluate the L.H.S. of (42) in S we form

d_/ m{u,v,w)
) . . (45)

dtWl - (u2 + v 2 + w 2)jc 2

and set v, w = after the differentiation. In S equation

(42) becomes therefore

mu -y mv y
- u 2/c2 )'/".

~
(1 - u2

lc
2
fl*
~

*(1 - it
2/c2)'

HIV
Ti7=Z. (40)

(1 - w 2/c2)
l
/»

Hence comparing (44), (4G) we have

X= X*. Y= Y*(l-w2
/c

2
)

1

/., Z =Z*(l-u2/c2
)

,
/.

> (47)

which gives the law of transformation of the force acting on

a particle, from a frame S* in which it is instantaneously

at rest, to a frame S in which it lias instantaneous velocity

u. The x-axis is chosen parallel to this velocity, and the

force is evaluated at the same event in S, S*.

A slight generalisation of (47) will illustrate an

important point. For let the particle P have velocities

[u, 0, 0,), («', 0, 0) in S, S', and let (X, Y, Z), (X', Y', Z')

denote the force in these two systems. Then by (47)

X = X',
Y'

Vl - u 2jc
2 Vl - u'*jc 2

'

7. 7J

Vl - u 2jc 2 Vl - u'
1

/

==, (48)
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giving the relation between the measures of the same
forces in S, S'. This example suffices to show that if

in one frame S two particles have different velocities,

but are subject to equal forces, then in any other frame

S', in motion relative to S, the particles are subject to

unequal forces. A similar result holds for equal and

opposite forces. Hence Newton's Third Law as to the

equality of action and reaction does not admit of immediate

extension to relativity mechanics.^ Assuming its validity

in classical mechanics, it must hold in the relativity

case for bodies with zero relative velocity ; but in the

more general case the law of action and reaction must be

stated relative to an observer movinginaspecified manner.
It follows also from (48) that, if a field offorce is such that

for one given observer the force acting on any particle

depends only on its position, and not on its velocity, then

for any other observer moving differently the force on the

particle must depend both on its position and on its velocity.

21. Lagrange's Equations.— We can write for the

components of momentum p given by (37)

px = iKfbx, pv
= iK/ty, pt = IK/Dz, . (49)

where x = dx/dt = u, etc., and where K is defined by

K = mc2{l - VI - w 2/c 2
}. . . (50)

This is easily verified by direct differentiation of K, in

which the constant leading term has been so chosen as

to give the classical results when c -> oo.

Now let us restrict ourselves to the case where the

forces are derivable from a potential TJ(x, y, z, t), such

that

X=—lVlix, Y=-l\Jfry, Z=-lV/lz. (51)

Then the equations of motion (42) can be written as

px
=- IVfix, pv

=- iUfyf, pz
=- dU/dz, (52)

where px = dpjdt, etc.

Writing L = K - U, . . . (53)
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we have for (49), (53), since L depends on (x, y, z)

only through K, and (x, y, z) only through U,

or

px = dL/d£, px = 2>Lfix

d /dL\ _ dL
dt\}>x) Ix *

(54)

with similar equations for y, z.

Now these equations (54) are of the form of Lagrange's
equations, and it is known that if such equations hold
for one set of variables, then they hold for any other
set. So if we change from (x, y,z) to (qv q2 , j3 ) say,

and express L as a function of qlf q2 , q3 ; qv q2 , qz ;

t then
d /3L\ DL ... . ov

dAlq-J-iq-r '
<*-!•** (55)

These are Lagrange's equations for a single particle

in relativistic dynamics.*

It is a further standard result that, provided L docs
not contain t explicitly, a set of equations of the form
(55) possesses a first integral given by

L — £ dahlia. = constant. . . (56)
i-i

Reverting to the particular variables (x, y, z) this be-
comes

K — U — ZxbKfbx = constant,

or mc2(l/Vl — w 2/c2 — 1) -f- U = constant. (57)

This is now the relativistic equation of energy in which
we must identify U as the potential energy, and the other
term as the kinetic energy, of the particle. This is in
agreement with (41), of which it really provides an
independent derivation.

* There should be no confusion botween the present change
of variables within a single frame of reference, and a Lorentz
transformation from one frame to another. In the present
paragraph everything is implicitly referred to one singlo observer.
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22. Hamilton's Equations.—We now define a function

W)(Pj> af>
ky the equation

$ = Z^-L, fo-ttM) • (58)

where ^, <fy
stands for the three pairs of variables with

j = 1, 2, 3. T&en o necessary and sufficient condition

for the truth of the three second order Lagrange equations

(55) is

*—8* *' = ftf =1.2,3).
• (»)

These six first order equations are Hamilton's equations

and |g is called the Hamiltonian of the dynamical

system. This result is proved in any standard work 2

on general dynamics, and the proof holds just as well

for relativistic as for classical systems.

23. Mass and Energy.—By an extension of (57) to any

number of particles we see that the conservation of

energy holds generally in relativity mechanics. Also in

§ 17 we have seen that the conservation of mass is

equivalent to the conservation of energy, when only

kinetic energy is concerned. Hence, if we want to retain

the conservation of mass in the general case where other

forms of energy are also concerned, we must identify

it with the general conservation of energy. Hence any
change AE in the energy of a system will be accompanied

by a change AE/c2 in the mass of the system.3

This conclusion in the general case is suggested, but

not proved, by the preceding discussion. Anything like

a proof would require an elaborate discussion of com-
posite dynamical systems and their internal reactions.

Here we merely point out, in this latter connection,

that if, as in § 15, we have a system of freely moving
particles, and in (34) if we choose V in such a way
that 2M t'u t

' = ZM/v/ = 27M/m>/ = 0, so that we may
say S' is moving with the mass-centre of the system,

then in S the mass and momentum are

(27M,')/Vl - V 2/c2
,

(27M/)V/V1 - V 2/ca. (60)
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These expressions are formally the same as those for a
single particle of velocity V and proper mass (27M/).

This suggests an extension of the notion of proper mass
to composite systems, but when there are internal re-

actions their potential energy must also be taken into

account.

The realisation of the identity of mass and energy is

to be regarded, as Einstein emphasises, as the greatest

advance made by the special theory of relativity. In-

deed, if mechanics had always been treated relativisti-

cally two different names for this same quantity would
not have been required. It is really in deference to the

firmly established conceptions of classical mechanics
that the use of the two terms is continued.

Some of the physical implications of this principle

will be discussed in §§ 47, 48.

24. Central Orbit.—As an application of the relativity

equations of motion consider a particle of proper mass
m moving under a force — dXJjdr = — U'(r), say,

directed along the radius vector from the origin. As
in ordinary mechanics, the orbit is plane and we may
refer it to polar co-ordinates r, 8. Then Lagrange's
equations (55) become

%{yf) ~ Yd* + U'/»» = 0, ^(yrty = 0, . (61)

where y = [1 — (r 2 -+- r26 i
)lc

z]~x /». The second equation
gives yr26 = A, where A is constant, and this is the
relativistic " law of areas." Also the energy integral

(57) is

mc*(y - 1) + U(r) = B, . . (62)

where B is constant. Substituting r = 1/uwe can show
from these results that the first of (61) gives

dH (B - U + mcW A
dd* mWAW (63)

This is the differential equations for the general central

orbit.
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The inverse square law of force is got by taking

U(r) = — /x/r, where /x is a constant, positive for an

attractive force. This reduces (03) to the form

dhi

dd55 + «(1 - o) - C = 0, (64)

whose solution for an appropriate choice of initial line

is

lu = 1 + e cos -qd, . . (65)

and the constants a, C, I, e, 77 are found to be such that

I = m(l - a)A2
lfi(l + B/wmj2

),

...(l + !»** B8A8WA
'

B

,2_
(1

.BA*ro B»A8

+ ^c2

: (1 — a), a = ^
2
/?rc

2c2A 2
.

The apses of the orbit are

r = Z/(l+ e), 7)0 = 0, 2tt, 4tt, . .

r = Z/(l-e), if

i +—V
(66)

and = 77, 3tt, . . . , (67)

and therefore the

angle between suc-

cessive apse lines is

irfw = 7t/(1 — a)
1
/* =

7T + S, say. Thus
the form of the

orbit is that shown
in Fig. 2, where the

circles havo radii

r = 1/(1 i e) in con-
formity with (67)

In the case where
a is small we have,
approximately

f
2S=

na = 7r/x
2/m 2 c 2A 2

,

and the orbit is re-

presented to a good
approximation by the corresponding classical ellipse

Fig. 2.
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rotating in such a way as to produce this advance of the
" perihelion." If v is the frequency of the elliptical
orbit, then the frequency of rotation of the line to the
perihelion is v*, where

v* = vhJTt = v/i
2/2m 2c2A2

. (68)

This solution is of historic interest. For it formed
the basis of Sommcrfeld's original explanation 4 of the
fine structure of the hydrogen spectrum. This structure
was interpreted as due to the perturbation of the
classical electronic orbits brought about by the
relativity correction in the manner we have just
described.

It is well known that owing to difficulties connected
with the spin of the electron, this explanation had to
be discarded in its original form. 5 It was only after the
discovery of Dirac's wave equation that a quite satis-
factory theory, welding together relativity and spin
effects, was ultimately forthcoming. Nevertheless
when used with proper caution, Sommerfeld's theory
still provides some sort of a rough physical picture
of the way in which the dependence of the mass
of an electron on its velocity will affect its enemy
levels. e*^

25. Planetary Orbit.—To take quite a different appli-
cation, we may consider the case of a planetary orbit.
Here /* = GMra, where M is the sun's mass and G the
constant of gravitation, giving for the advance of the
perihelion the approximate value 2S = 7rG2M 2

/c 2A 2
.Now the theory of General Relativity predicts an effect

just six times as large. 6 The only case in which an
observational test is possible is that of the planet Mercury,
which shows an advance of 43" per century, agreeing
well with the latter prediction. But this shows that themam effect is due rather to the difference between
ijinstein's and Newton's laws of gravitation, than to
Jjne change of mass with velocity. The problem is there-
fore really outside the scope of special relativity, and
actually provides an example of the need for the
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general theory. This point does not arise in the ap-

plication to electronic motion, for there gravitational

effects are negligible, and so special relativity is quite

adequate.

25a. General Dynamical Systems.—The problem of

passing from the equations of motion of a single particle

as given in this chapter to those of a system of particles

is a difficult one. In the first place the ordinary notion

of a rigid body cannot be taken over into relativity

theory. For example, suppose B observes in S' a rod of

invariable length rotating in the x', y'-plane about an

axis through 0'. Then the velocity of each element of

the rod relative to A, and hence also the corresponding

Fitzgerald factor, is continually changing. Hence A's

measure of the length of the rod is not constant, so that

he cannot describe it as " rigid " in the classical sense.

In the second place, a difficulty in the way of construct-

ing a relativistic dynamics of a general dynamical system

arises from the circumstance (§ 20) that Newton's simple

law of the equality of action and reaction cannot be taken

over. Further discussion of this problem is outside the

scope of this book,7 except to remark that we can write

down, for example, general equations of motion of a fluid

(§ 57) which are relativistically invariant and reduce to

the classical equations in the limit when c -> co. The
difficulty is to deduce them directly from fundamental

dynamical postulates.
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CHAPTER V

RELATIVITY OPTICS

26. Aberration.—We consider again the moving par-
ticle P of § 12. We now suppose the motion confined
to the (x, y), (x',y') planes in S, S\ its instantaneous

Fig. 3.

direction making angles a, a' with Ox, OV respectively.
We shall always define such angles as those between

the positive direction of the axis and the positive direc-
tion of the motion (see Fig. 3).

Then we have

u = w cos a, v = w sin a, to = ; u' = w' cos a',

v' = w' sin a', w' = 0. (69)

3 33
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Hence, using equations (22),

v v' ... w' sin a' ._„.

,
giving tan a= a/m , nnn m ,

, <A . (70)
u P(u'+V) j8(w'cosa'+V)"

Now put w' = c, so that the moving particle becomes a

light signal, and we obtain

ton a = sin a

0(cos a' + V/c)

tan a' =

, or equivalently

sin a

/3(eos a - V/c)' '
(71)

Fio. 4.

This is the relativistic formula of aberration, for it gives

the relation b< 'tween the apparent directions of a source

of light for two observers in relative motion. It differs

in the factor ]8 from the usual result given by the

classical composition of velocities. We notice that it

contains no mention of the velocity of the source of the

light, but only the relative velocity of the observers.

There is one development of (71) required in the

sequel. Differentiating we get

o j 1 + V cos ol'Ic , , .__,
Sec "^

flcosa' + V/c)^ -
' <

72
>
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Now suppose there is a source of light fixed in S' at a
point on OV, and that we have regard to the light
emitted within an element of solid angle dw about
this axis. Let this light lie within solid angle do>, as
observed in S. Then we have (Fig. 4) a = a' = it,

and dco/dw' = (da/doc') 2
. Hence, using (72),

djo l_+VJc
dw' 1 - V/c'

• (73)

giving the change in the solid angle of a -pencil of radiation
due to motion of the

source in the line of y
sight, in this case re-

cession with velocity V.
27. Doppler Effect.—

We require to find the
change of wave-length
of light when its source
P is set in uniform
motion relative to the
observer, A (say). Let
its velocity be V, and
let A choose his a:-axis

in the direction of this

velocity, and his [x, y) plane to contain P, A himself
being at 0. This determines the system S (see Fig. 5).

Let (z, y, z, t) give the position of P at time t, so that

x = Vt, with a suitable origin of t,

y = constant, z = 0. (74)

Also let T be the time of reception at of a light signal
emitted by P at time t. Then OP = c(T — t) = r (say),

Fig. 5.

or

r2 = x 2 + y* + z 2 = c 2(T - t)\

Differentiating (75) and using (74)

or
xVdt = c2(T -t)(dT - dt),

dT = dt(l + xV/cr). .

(75)

(76)
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Further, if dt' is the time interval corresponding to dt

for an observer at rest with respect to P, then, as ;i

result of the time dilatation (19),

dt' = dtlp. (77)

Therefore, from (76), (77),

dTldt' = 0(1 + xV/cr). • (78)

We may choose dt' to be the time interval between

the emission of successive wave crests of the radiation,

as measured by an observer B at rest with respect to the

source. Then dT is the time interval between their

reception by the observer A. These quantities are pro-

portional to the wave-lengths A , A (say) of the light

observed by B, A respectively. Hence from (78) we have

A _ l + Vr /c

Ao VI - V 2/c2
'

' . (79)

where Vr is the radial velocity of the source, at the

instant of emission of the light. This gives the change

of wave-length due to the motion, and so is the rekUiv-

istic Doppler effect.

In (79) all reference to sets of axes has been obliterated.

The novel feature as compared with the classical result

is the appearance of the factor l/Vl — V2/c2 . It

means that the wave-length is changed by a motion of

the source, even if the radial velocity vanishes, though

this is then a second order effect in V/c.

28. Reflection at a Moving Mirror.—In the thermo-

dynamics of radiation it is necessary to study the be-

haviour of radiation in a perfectly reflecting enclosure,

whose volume is slowly changing. For this and other

applications we need to investigate the reflection of

light at a moving mirror. It will be sufficient to take

the case of a plane mirror moving in a direction normal

to itself.

We shall therefore suppose the mirror (M) fixed in

the {y', z') plane of S', so that, as observed by A, it has

velocity V in the direction of its normal O'x'. Con-
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sider light incident on M at an angle * (it 4- a') in S'

as shown in Fig. 6. Then in S', in which M is stationary,

the ordinary laws of reflection hold good. So the re-

flected ray is in the (x', y') plane, and makes an angle

(2w — a') with O'x'. Measured in S, these angles are

respectively (n -|- o^), {2-n — tx2 ) where from (71)

,
sin a, ,

sin a2tan a =7^ ,„, > , tana=Ki - (80)

Fia. 6.

Hence the relation between the angles of incidence and
reflection as seen by the observer with respect to whom the

mirror has velocity V is

sm at sin a2

cos ax -f V/c cos a2
— V/c'

(81)

* Remembering our convention (p. 33) for the measurement
of angle.
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We need further to consider the wave-length of the

radiation. To do this suppose the light comes from a
distant source taken for the sake of definiteness to be

fixed in S'. Then we may apply (78) taking x/r = cos a.v
So, if the wave-length of the incident light is A' in S',

then in S it is Aj, where

Aj/A' = j3(l + V cos ocj/c). . . (82)

Again, the wave-length of the reflected radiation will

also be A' in S', and so analogously to (82) its wave-
length in S will be A2 , where

A2/A'
= 0(1 - V cos cta/e). . . (83)

Hence the change of wave-length on reflection at a

moving mirror is given by

K *2

1 + V cos olJc 1 — V cos a2/c'
(84)

where al5 a2 are connected by (81).

The usual approximations x for small V/c may now
be written down, and at any rate for A2/A t

will agree

with that of classical theory. But this is a case where
the exact relativity calculation is almost more straight-

forward than the classical.

29. Propagation of Light in a Moving Medium.—
Consider a medium in uniform motion with velocity

V relative to an observer A. The problem is, What
value will A find for the velocity of light, of given wave-
length A, propagated in the medium in the direction of

its motion ? Let him use the system of axes S with Ox
in the direction of the velocity V, and then the system

S' is to be regarded as fixed in the medium. Let the

refractive index for radiation of wave-length A' be

n(A') measured of course by an observer at rest with
respect to the medium. Then the velocity of this

radiation is c/n{X') — u', say. If this is in the required

direction, then by (22) the velocity u measured by A is

u = cln(A') + V
1 + V/cn(A')*

(85)
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To the first order in V/c this gives

u ==
n(X')

+ V(1
nHX'))'

'

39

(86)

To the same order the classical formula for the Doppler
effect is valid, giving

A' = A(l + Vlu')u'lu = A(l + V/cw(A'))

so that cjn{X') = cjn - (VX/n^idnfdX), n = n(X). (87)

Here A is the wave-length for A, and A, A' are supposed
measured in the medium. Hence, substituting (87) in

(86),

n \

dn\

dXJ"
(88)

giving the velocity of light in the moving medium to the
first order in V/c. This differs in the term 1/w2 from the
corresponding result based on the classical composition
of velocities, giving in fact a smaller value for the effect

of the motion. The effect vanishes altogether on putting
n = 1, corresponding to empty space, consistently with
the conclusion of Chapter II. This is the theory of
Fresnel's " dragging coefficient," which reduces to

(1 — 1/w2
) when dispersion is neglected. It was tested

and confirmed 2 by Zceman's repetition of Fizeau's
experiment, which compares the velocity of light in
opposite directions in a moving stream of water. This
is a good verification of the relativity law of velocity-

composition.

30. Light Quanta.—Consider a particle having proper
massm and velocity w, then its relative mass, momentum,
and kinetic energy are given by (36), (37), (41). Now
let m -> 0, and w -*- c, in such a way that

w/Vl — w2/c2 -> fl, (89)

where /* is a definite limit. Then from (36), (37), (41)
we see that the particle has in the limit : proper mass
zero, relative mass /*, momentum /xc, energy /*c

2
.

Now a particle moving with the velocity of light, and
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having a definite energy, we naturally identify with a
quantum of radiation (photon). We should then identify
this energy with hv, where h is Planck's constant, and v the
frequency of the radiation. The quantum would then have

Proper mass = 0, relative mass -£,
c2

momentum -^c, energy hv. (90)
c

We need to see, however, that such an identification
is consistent with the relativity principle.

Suppose in S we have a light signal of frequency v
propagated in a specified direction, and let us associate
with it light quanta of energy hv. Suppose then we
transform to the reference system S'. Then we should
find the direction of the light in S' by the method of
§ 2o\ and its frequency v\ say, defined in the usual way
from its wave properties, by the method of § 27.
Further we should find the direction of motion in S'
of the quanta, using the kinematical results of Chapter
III, and we should find their energy in S', using the
dynamical results of Chapter IV. Suppose this energy
is hv". When therefore we enquire if our identification
is consistent with relativity, we mean, Is the velocity of
the photons the same as the velocity of the light signal
in S', and is the frequency v" defined by their energy
the same as the frequency v' defined by the fight waves'?

That the velocities are identical follows at once from
the fact that both are derived from exactly the same
kinematical formulas.

To treat the frequencies we first calculate v" . Let
us return for a moment to the particle of mass m
Using the identity (25), we have

mlVl — w'Ve 2

./vi-wi..-*
1—^

Then proceeding to the limit as in (89) we obtain

V/^=.0U H- Vcos a/c), - . (91)

where \i in S' corresponds to /x in S, and we have put

u =— c cos a, where (v -f- a) is the angle made with

Ox by the track of the particle. Further if we imagine

(he particle to be ejected from a source fixed in S',

then V cos a = Vr , say, is the radial velocity in S of the

.source at the instant of ejection. Hence substituting

in conformity with (90) n = hvjc 2
,

/*' = hv" /c2
, (91)

^ives

v"\v = 0(1 + V r /c). . . (92)

To calculate v' we should use formula (79). But this

is now precisely equivalent to (92). Hence v" = v,

and our proposition is established. .

What we have here demonstrated is equivalent to

the important result that the hypotliesis of light quanta

is consistent icith the principle of relativity.3 Further, we
have obtained in (90) the momentum of radiation with-

out the detailed calculation of classical electromagnetic

theory. In addition we have the result, not given by
that theory, that there is associated with an amount E
(say) of radiant energy in free space a (relative) mass
E/c2

.

We shall in future use the term " photon " for a light

quantum, and reserve the term " particle " for a material

particle of non-zero proper mass. When we require a
term to include both types we shall speak of a " cor-

puscle."

31. Intensity of a Moving Source.—Suppose we have a
point-source of fight P moving directly away from an
observer A, along Ox, say, with velocity V. As compared
with a fixed source the intensity estimated by A is

diminished by the fact that (a) the energy of each light

quantum hv observed is reduced by the Doppler effect

in the ratio V{1 — V/c)/(l -f V/c) obtained by setting

Vr = V in (79), (6) the actual number of quanta arriving

at A per second is reduced in the same ratio, (c) the solid

angle in which these quanta are emitted appears to A
to be increased in the ratio (1 -\- V/c)/(l — V/c) given
by (73). Now he measures the intensity by the energy
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falling per unit time on unit area A normal to Ox at his
own position. This is proportional to

Energy per quantum x no. of quanta arriving per sec.

Solid angle subtended by A at the source.

Hence taking account of (a), (b), (c) it is equal to

Constant (\ — V/c\ a

d 2 \l + yjc) ' ' '
(93)

where d is the distance of P from A, in A's reference- I

frame, at the instant of emission of the light. The
constant depends only on the source, and not on its
motion, and is therefore the energy flux per unit area at
unit distance measured by an observer moving with P. 4

32. Milne's Cosmology.—Modern cosmologies are based
on the hypothesis that, when local irregularities are
smoothed out, every neighbourhood in the universe is *

equivalent to every other. More precisely, it is supposed
that there exists a set of fundamental observers, one being
arbitrarily near in space and time to each event in the
universe, such that each witnesses precisely the same history
of the universe. The comparison between their descrip-
tions is to be made according to some prescribed
relativity principle. The Einstein, de Sitter, and
Friedmann-Lemaitre universes of General Relativity
are well known. More recently Milne 6 has proposed
systems based on special relativity, though claiming
ultimately a wider interpretation.

We select the simplest of these, the so-called " hydro-
dynamic universe," quoting its properties as found by
Milne, and verify that they do satisfy the relativity
principle. He finds that in the view of any observer I

A, at rest at the origin of his own co-ordinate system,
the matter in this particular model behaves like a
fluid of zero pressure with

Particle * density n = Kt/(t~—

r

2/c 2
)
2

,
(r < ct)

;

velocity w = vjt, (94x *

* This density is measured by, say, the numbor of moloculos
per unit volume, and so avoids considerations of mass.

at time t, at the point Q distant r from O, where K is

constant. These values are such that any particle of
the fluid continues to move with uniform velocity.

The fundamental observers must be taken to move with
the fluid, and so were all at r = at time t = 0. Thus
we can go from one to another by the usual Lorentz
transformation. Let us then transform to an observer
B at 0' (r , t ) whose velocity is V = r /t . We may
suppose A, B take their z-axes along 00', so that we
employ our usual notation for co-ordinate systems
S, S'.

' By (94) the velocity at Q in S is w=(x/l, yjt, zjt),

and hence by (23) in S' it is w' = (u', v', to'), where

, u — V x — Vt x' , v
u = -, ^-^ =

. .. . , = -r, v' =
1-uV/c2 t-Vx/c 2 t" " p{l-uV/c 2

)

y _y' ...>—z
'

~t_i /
*'

fty-Vx/c2
)

II 2 t*=
t"

W=
T"

giving w'=^- (95)

Anticipating (98), where we derive the transformation
of particle density, its value n' estimated by B is given
by

»'
= /l - w 2 /ca

n
=

Vl-w'7c 2
'

Using (94), (95) this gives

Kf,_ f
l
t*-r*lc* _ t'

_

71 ~ n
t Vt'

1 - r'*lc
2 ~ n

~t~ (t"-r"lc 2)~2 '

(96)

(97)

since t
2 — r2/c2 is invariant. So from (95), (97) com-

pared with (94), B's description in his co-ordinate system
is identical with A's in his system. Hence Milne's
solution provides a model of the universe in which an
observer moving with any particle of matter sees himself
centrally placed, with all other mailer moving radially
away from him with speed proportional to its distance ;

and if he transfers himself to any other particle he sees
exactly the same stale of affairs.

Again, consider the particle whose velocity is w and
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whoso light reaches at time t. Its distance at the
instant of emission of the light is d = w£/(l -f- w/c),

by an elementary calculation. So from (93) its apparent
luminosity is proportional to (1 — w/c) 2/w 2

<2 . This
tends to zero as w -> c, or as r -> ct in (94), i.e. towards
the " outskirts " of the universe in the observer's view.
Thus, although the apparent density tends to infinity

in these regions, the total amount of light reaching the

observer in unit time can be shown to remain finite.
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CHAPTER VI

RELATIVITY ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

The work contained in this chapter is important not

3nly for relativity theory as such, but also as providing

mi alternative treatment of some problems of ordinary

electromagnetic theory.

33. Electric Charge.—We have seen that the mass of

a body depends upon its state of motion. We now enquire

if the same is true of electric charge.

It is well known that the introduction of the dis-

placement current, and hence the whole system of

Maxwell's theory of the electromagnetic field, depends

on the use of the equation of continuity of electric

charge. Alternatively, starting from Maxwell's field

equations, the equation of continuity is an immediate

deduction. The standard interpretation of this equa-

tion as expressing the conservation of electric charge

depends on the assumption that the measure of a charge

is independent of its motion.

Now the electromagnetic equations are in complete

agreement with all ordinary experiments on macro-

scopic phenomena. Suppose we can further demonstrate,

under the hypothesis that the electric charge actually

is invariant, that they satisfy also the relativity prin-

ciple. Then we should have no reason to modify these

equations. Consequently the hypothesis would stand

up to every test we have at our disposal, and would
therefore have to be regarded as expressing a physical

truth.

We now set out to test the satisfaction of the rela-

tivity principle. By way of comparison we may recall

45
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the study in Chapter IV of the momentum laws. In
that case the ordinary laws turned out to be incon-
sistent with the principle and had to be revised.

34. Charge-density and Current.—We require the
laws of transformation of density and current. For
definiteness we shall suppose all electric charges to be
composed of elementary charges, each of amount e.

Then this will be true, on the hypothesis of the invariance
of charge, for all observers.

In some specified neighbourhood of space let w(w) be
the number of these charges per unit volume moving
with velocity w = (u, v,w), as observed by the observer
A. Let n be the number of the same charges per unit
volume as measured by an observer, Q (say), moving
with them. Then A sees this latter volume as contracted
by a factor Vl — w 2/c 2 in the direction of its motion.
This is the Fitzgerald factor of § 11. So A estimates

the density as l/Vl — w 2/c2 greater than does Q, and
therefore

n(w) = n /Vl - w 2
/c2 . (98)

In the frame of reference S the charges under con-
sideration will contribute an amount ew(w) to the charge
density p. The number which cross unit area placed
perpendicular to the x-axis, per unit time, is uniyt) so
they contribute an amount eun(vr) to the ^-component
of the current density j = (jx,jv,jg). Similarly for the
other components. Hence in S we have

p = Sen{vt), jx = Zeunty), jv = Zevn{vr),

jz = Zewn(vt), (99)

where the summation 2 is taken over all velocities w
which occur.

Now consider observer B's view of affairs. For the
charges considered in (98) he similarly obtains a number
density n'(w'), where

n'(w') = n /Vl - w' 2
/c2 . . (100)
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An identity equivalent to (30) is

1/Vl - w'2/c2 = 0(1 - uVlc*)/Vl - w 2/c? , (101)

and so from (98) and (100)

n'(w') = 0(1 - uVlc2)nJVl - w2
/c2 = 0(1 - wV/c2)w(w).

(102)

(The reason8 we cannot go easily from A to B
without appealing to Q, in transforming n(w), is this :

When A counts up n(vt) he is really dealing with events

relating to the several charges, which are all simul-

taneous in his view, i.e. refer to the same value of t.

But since t is a function of t' and of x', these events

are no longer simultaneous for B, and so are not the

events dealt with by him in counting up w'(w').)

We have also, using (102) together with the law of

transformation of velocity (23),

uV(w') = 0(% — V)n(w), t/V(w') = vn{w),

wV(w') = wn(vf). (103)

Hence we obtain for the charge and ourrent densities

in S' the values

p' = Zen'{vi') = 2ep(l — mV/c 2)w(w)

= P(p - Y?yc2
),

jx
' = Zeu'n'W) = Zeftu - V)n(w) = 0(ja- Vp), \ (104)

jy
' = Zev'n'tw

1

) = Zevn(vr) = jv ,

jt
' = ZteioV(w') = 27eum(w) =,;,.

Thus we have the law of transformation of charge and
current densities. Incidentally we notice that the set

of quantities {jx,j u,j z , p) transform according to exactly

the same law as the set (x, y, z, t) in (8). The inverse

transformation is therefore, analogously to (10),

P = 0(P
' + vj.'/O, j* = 0OV + Vp'),

i«=;V. jz=jz- (105)

35. Electromagnetic Field Equations.—We consider

an electromagnetic field in free space, that is without
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polarisable media. The laws of the field are summed
up in Maxwell's equations. These may be expressed *

in terms of the vector and scalar potentials * A,
<f>

in
the form

_4* a*A 1>*A D*A U»A
"

7J" w + w+^-72^ = DA, (106)
7)x'4 Dy :

<te
s Ul

-4™ =^+^+^-!^
together with

*x *"

ty
2 + *Z2 C

2 M a n<A,

divA + I^ = 0.
c ot

(107)

(108)

The operator defined in (106), (107) is the Dalembertian
operator which always occurs in connection with quan-
tities obeying a wave propagation law.

The electric intensity E and magnetio intensity H
are then given by

E = -grad^-i^,

* Readers unfamiliar with the use of generalised potentials
may pass on to the results (121), (122), and omit the mathe-
matical derivation.

H = curl A. . (109)

Here the various quantities can be taken to refer to
the system S, and so are functions of (x, y, z, l). If we
then substitute for (*, y, z, t) their values in terms of
(*'» y'> z\ from the Lorentz transformation, we find

<V£ __ d<£ W ,*£ 3y' d£ d£ 30 W
l>x lx' ' lx

"*"
7)y' ' dx + lz'

' Ix
+

It'
'

lix

and similarly

l£_l<f> ty_l4 ^_ ft
/J) v d\, mnly-W K-lz~" Jt- P\lp- Yte)+' (111 >
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Hence we get

rii + il + il- 1 >
2
"L

4i>

(112)

The same results are true for any other function besides
if>. The last one may be written

= '• (113)

We now proceed to transform equations (106), (107)
to the system S'. Using (105) they give

-~Jz' = WK\ -4^(p' + y;V/c2
) = n'f (114)

Multiplying the last by V/c and subtracting from the
first we get

-^.7««D'J0(A,-v#>), . (lis)

and similarly, multiplying the first by V/c and sub-
tracting from the last,

- 4V = nW - VA,/c). . (116)

Hence the equations (114) may be written in the form

- 47rJ7c = Q'A', -4V = '<£', . (117)

provided we put

K' = ftK~Vm, A„' = AV , A,' = A2 ,

V = Pit - VAJc). (118)

This again gives a law of transformation for (A,, A A
0/c) of the same form as (8) for {x, y, z, t).

"' "
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Using (no), (in;We have still to consider (108).

it may bo written as

SA_ M^ M, l^A
U " to

T
J|/

T
i)2
T

C U

_
fl
(* V A-\\ +±A 4-*A _l?(M V

to'

Using the notation of (118) this becomes

div'A' + ;^' = 0, . . (119)

where div' applies to the variables (x, ?/
', z' , t').

Thus from (117) and (119) the field equations hold un-

clianged in form in the system S', when the potentials

are transformed according to the law (118). Hence

Maxwell's equations obey the relativity principle. Tn

particular, it follows from §33 that we have verified

the invariance of electric charge.

We might indeed have anticipated that Maxwell's

equations in their usual forai would obey this principle,

for the starting-point of the whole theory was that the

velocity of light deduced from these equations is the

same for all observers. So it is natural to think that

these equations themselves should be the same for all

observers. But our present investigation shows in

addition how the various field quantities as observed by

different observers are related.

If now we form the quantities E', H' given by

E' = - grad'
<f>'
- -^A', H' = curl' A', (120) f

where grad', curl' refer to the variables x', y', z', which

are equations analogous to (109), they satisfy a set of

equations in S' in every respect of the same form as those

satisfied by E, H in S. Hence they are the quantities

recognised by B as the electric and magnetic intensities.
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Their separate components can be evaluated using
(118) and (109) together with relations analogous to
(110). The method is shown by the following examples :

S£_1SA
£;

to' c U'
E' = -

=X^I)(*-^K(|+v
]|)(A._y,)

to c ar *

to'

dA,

w

E' = E„

H,' = H.

= (3(H S - VEJc).

Proceeding in this way we find the law of transformation
ot JBj, H

:

, E/ = jB(E, - VHJc),
E,' « p(Ez + VHJc), (121)

„ H,' = /8(II, + VE,/c),

H,' = /S(H, - VE„/c). (122)

36. Mechanical Force.—We require to find the
mechanical force acting on a given charge e moving in
a specified manner in a given electromagnetic field
Let us use the system of axes S, with Ox chosen parallel
to the instantaneous velocity V of the charge. Then
in the system S' the charge is instantaneously at rest.We shall therefore assume that the usual electrostatic
laws hold at that instant in S\ as far as the particle
itsefl is concerned, so that the mechanical force acting
upon it has components

X' = eE,', Y' = eEv
', Z' = eEs

'. . (123)
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Then by our law of transformation of force (47), that

acting in S is given by

X = X', Y = Y'/j3, Z = Z'/j3.
.' (124)

Using (121), (123) we therefore obtain

X=eE«, Y=e(E v-VHz /c), Z=e(Ez+VHv /c), (125)

or putting F = (X, Y, Z), w - (V, 0, 0),

F = e(E -f- WaH/c). . . . (126)

In (126) the reference to any specially oriented frame

is removed. It gives the well-known general formula

for the mecltanical force acting on a moving charge.

(Lorentz Force.) The units are Gaussian.

This is an example of the use of the transformation laws

to obtain a standard result in electromagnetic theory,

when certain simple electrostatic results are assumed.

There follow some further examples in §§ 39, 40.

37. Equation of Motion of a Charged Particle-

Longitudinal and Transverse Mass.—If now we have

a particle of charge e and proper mass m moving

with velocity w, then by (42) and (126) its equation of

motion is * 9

% (
-7=S=) = e(B + W/sH/c). . (127)

dt VVT^ w 2/c.V

Referring this equation to the system S chosen as in

the preceding paragraph, and using equations (46)

which are then applicable, we get

mv tt.mU „ -mv _ (-tt, _ "tt »

(l-ttW
-

*' (l-^/C 2
)

1/'"
^ " 6

*''

These would be the results of applying classical mechan-

ics if we ascribed to the particle a mass m/(l — u 2/c2)*lt

in calculating its acceleration in the direction of its

This equation neglects, as ia well known, the reaction due to

the particle's own radiation.
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velocity, and a mass m/(l — tt8/c2)Vt in calculating its
acceleration in any direction perpendicular to this.
These correspond precisely to the notion of " longitud-
inal " and " transverse " masses in classical electron
theory. 2 From (46) we see that the latter apply to any
moving particle, charged or uncharged. We also see, how-
ever, that they are best treated as particular deductions
from equations (127), or more generally from (42).

38. Alternative Treatments.—It will now be evident
that various alternative ways of developing certain parts
of the theory could have been adopted. For example,
assuming the equations of motion mu' = eEx ', etc'
for a particle instantaneously at rest in S', wo could
have deduced (127) from the laws of transformation
of w' and E'. Then, had we assumed (126) from ordinary
electromagnetic theory, we could have deduced the
general equations of motion, and so tho laws of mo-
mentum and the properties of relative mass. The
reason, however, that we do not proceed in this way
is that these laws appear to have a wider application
than classical electromagnetic theory. Or again, assum-
ing that the law expressed by (127) holds in all co-
ordinate systems in uniform relative motion, and the
laws of transformation of w, we could have deduced
the laws of transformation of E, H.

39. Field of a Linear Current.—This example, of the
kind mentioned in § 36, is instructive as showing the
meaning of the transformation laws. Of course one
would not normally use this method of deriving the
result.

Consider a linear static charge distribution, of con-
stant density x ' per unit length, lying along OV in S'.
Then by elementary electrostatic theory there is an
electric intensity 2x'/r' at any point distant r' from
OV, directed radially outwards. That is

E'={0, 2xy/(y"+2"), 2x'z'/(y"+z'% H' = 0.

(129)

Now the same charge distribution described in S has,
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by (98), constant linear density x = x'P> anc^ velocity

V along Ox. Using (129) in the transformation inverse

to (121), (122) it produces a field described by

E.=v n t? - 2fa'y' - 2xy

H -0 H - mx'

Z
'

- - -Mln-a—v, ri y
—

, - - .,,.2,,

_ 2xz

c(y"+0 C(</
2+22 )'

y* + z 2 '

H,
2*Vy

c&2+z2)-

(130)

Now suppose that in S we have any current i flowing

along Ox. Then it may be regarded as made up of

a number of such linear distributions with different

velocities V. In the usual case of zero net free charge

Ex = 0. Further 2x^1° = *> being the total charge in

electromagnetic units flowing past any point of Ox
per unit time. Hence, adding up the separate fields

(130) appropriate to the several velocities V, we have

for the total field

E = ; Ha = 0, Hv
= - 2«/(y« + * 2

)>

H. = 2ii/l(y* + *2
). (131)

This givos H = 2(i /s r)/r
2
, in an obvious notation, and is

the very familiar field of a
linear current i as indicated

in Fig. 7, where the current

is supposed flowing into

the paper at O. This result

is expressed in electromag-

netic, and not Gaussian,

units.

40. Field of a Moving
Charge.—This example fol-

lows the general method of

the previous one, but in

this case it supplies one of

the best ways of obtaining the result, which is an
important one.

Consider a particle of charge e whose position is given

by (x, y, 2, t). In the first place, we shall suppose that

/N4

Fig. 7.

i

it is moving parallel to Ox with constant velocity V.
It may therefore be supposed fixed in S' at Ji'(x', y\ z'),

Bay, for all values of t'. We shall calculate the field at

O, or O', at the instant t = 0, t' = 0, when those points

coincide. In S' we have just the electrostatic field of

a point charge e at R', which is therefore described by

f = e/r', A' = 0. (/•'* = x* + y
n + 2"). (132)

Then by the transformation inverse to (118) the field

in S is uiveu by potentials
<f>,
A where

^= ^'=£e/r\ A«=W/c, Av= 0, Az= 0. (133)

It remains merely to express the r' in (133) in terms of

quantities referring to S.

Now the position R' is independent of t', and so may
be taken to apply to any value of t' . Choose this so that

r' = -ct\ or x'
% + y'

1

-f z'
1 - cH'

2 = 0. (134)

Then for the same event (x, y, z, t) corresponding to

[x', y', z\ t') wc have from (4)

r = -ct, or x°- + y
2 + z2 - cH* = 0. (135)

Also, by (7) ct' = p(ct - V.r/c),

or, substituting for cl, ct' from (134), (135),

r'/jS = r(l + Vx/cr) = r(l + Vr/c), . (13G)

where Vr is the radial velocity, away from the origin,

at time t. Hence the quantities in (136) refer to the

position and motion of the particle at an instant r/c

seconds earlier than the time t = of the measurement
of the field at O. So, using (133), we may write for the
value of at at a time T

* = e/[r(l + wr /c)], . . (137)

where quantities in [ ] are " retarded " values, i.e. [r]

is the distance of the particle from O at time T — [rj/c,

and [w] is its velocity, with radial component [wr ],

at that time. Then wc may combine the last three

equations (133) into the form

A = e[wj/f[r(l + wr/c)]. . . (138)
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These retarded values correspond to the fact of the
influence of the charge being propagated with velocity c

(thus supplying the reason for the negative sign of t, t'

in (134), (135). Thus (137), (138) express ^, A in terms
of the position and velocity of the particle at that in-
stant in its career, the influence of which is felt at at

time T. Now the form of (106), (107) shows that <j>, A
are determined in any field by the distribution of charge
and current, the effects of these quantities being propa-
gated will-, speed c. This means that, in the limiting
case when the charge and current arise from a single
particle,

<f>,
A are determined by its (retarded) position

and velocity only i.e. without mention of (retarded) de-
rivatives of the velocity. Therefore the restriction to
constant velocity is irrelevant in (137), (138) : they give
the known general expressions for the field of a moving
charge. 3 - 10

41. Lagrange's Equations for a charged narticle-
Wo may now put the equation of motion (127) of a
charged particle in an electromagnetic field into the
Lagrangian form (55), though the forces are no longer
derivable from a single potential function U(x, y, z).

Expressing E, H in terms of the generalised potentials

<f>,
A by the aid of (109), we get for (127)

d ( ww \ 1 > a w

(16J)

With the function K defined as before by (50), the
x-component of (139) is

d /5K\
*<f> e JA. , e

;

uKu)— eg- c W + I
(w~ ourl A>'

Now

(140)

\ lx Ty
ly ^ z

to )

*A_=^+^ + *A,)-^ + -,
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Hence (140) may be written as

(142)

which is of Lagrange's form, with the Lagrangian

function

L = K -
e<f> + ew . A/c. . . (143)

As before (§ 21) when any set of variables (qv q2 , g:i )

is used in place of {x, y, z) the equations of motion are

still

©-§-* ^' = 1 ' 2- 3)
•

(144)

with L(<7
3 , q„ t) denned now by (143).

42. Hamiltonian Function and Quantum Mechanics—
We shall now find the function g) discussed in §22
corresponding to the function L defined by (143). Keep-

ing to cartesian variables, the " momenta "
p_, p y , px

are then given by

fc-W+K (145)

Hence = xpx + yPu + *Pz — L

= wc 2(l/Vl - w 2/c2 - 1) + e<f>, . (146)

using same reduction as in (57). But to obtain the

canonical form we require the expression in terms of

p £ , pv , pz . So we have from (145)

px
- eAJc = mx/Vl - w 2/c2 ,

and similar equations for pv , pz
whence

m'c_____ _ mV +

(

p. _ !A
,)

3

+ (,, - Ik)
1

+(*-5*.)'.
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Therefore from (146)

$ _ C + mc 2 = C
|
W 2C 2 +^ _ f^y

+ (*W-g*.)
,

+ (A-5A.)
,

y
i

: (147)

This is <Ae relativistic Ilamiltonian for a particle of
mass m and charge e moving in an electromagnetic field
described by potentials A,

<f>.
We uote that it can be

written down from that for a particle under no field

by replacing the vector p m (px, p v , pt ) by p - eA/c,
and |) itself by $) - e<f>.

It is this Hamiltonian which forms the starting-point
of all relativity theories of the electron in Quantum
Mechanics, and most notably of all for the derivation
of Dirac's Wave Equation of the electron* It is for this

reason that it is here included. (In applications to
electron theory one must of course write. — e for e,

which then becomes the charge on the election.)

When A, <£ and consequently g), do not contain the
time t explicitly, then we notice from (146) that <$} is

just the total energy of the system. For in that case
dA/M = 0, so that A merely gives rise to a magnetic
force perpendicular to the direction of motion, which
therefore does not contribute to the energy. Also e<f>

is the electrical energy of the charge. When t does
occur explicitly the theorem is no longer true.

43. Transformation of Energy, Momentum, Stress-
In any standard treatise 5 on electromagnetic theory it

is proved that in a field in free space described by
intensities E, H there is an energy density e given by

8™ = E 2 + H 2
, . . (148)

a momentum density g given by

47rcg = E ysH, . . . (140)

and a stress whose components are given by

SHU=-E 3;

2+E„ 2+ E, 2-H
;eM-H/--f H/.etc. (150)

477jJ i.

1/
=-E

3:
E„- lltRy, etc. . . . (151)
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We shall subsequently need the laws of transformation

of these quantities. Straightforward substitution of

(121), (122) in (148)-(151) yields

€ = 02{€
' + 2Vgx

' + (V2
/c

2
)r**}> • (152)

9m = j3
2{^'(14-V2/c2)4-(V/c2)(e'+ P' irx)} ) (153)

<7v
= %/ + (V/cW*,,}; • • • <

154
)

?,. - PWm + 2Vf,' + (V 2/c2)e'}> • (155)

P„=P'W »».= »'•* lU-Mr-t+Vftft (156)

from which the remaining components can be written

down by symmetry. The symbols e', g', etc., refer to

the energy density, etc., in S'.

44. Special Case.—A case, which we shall have occasion

to use for the sake of the formal results to which it leads,

is that in winch it is possible at any instant to choose a

direction and magnitude of V such that g' = 0, and the

stress $' . . . reduces to an isotropic pressure given

by r«, - v„ = r- - »*
i v« = r» = e- - »

If, in the first place, we choose the x-axis parallel to V

we find from (152)-(156)

€ = /JV + #')-#'; • • (157)

gx = /?
2(V/c 2)(e' + $'), gv = 0, gz = 0; (158)

?„ = F + j3
2(V 2 /c

2)(#' + O. Pin. - P« - V*
Wm = • • • = 0. (159)

Now suppose that the direction of the axes is fixed,

and that the velocity V having the stated properties

has at any instant a magnitude and direction given

by W = {u, v, w). Then m place of (157)-(159) we

must write

ft

« =yV + $')-*'. (y = 1/V1 - w 2 /c
2
) (160)

g = y
2(w/c 2

)(e' + P').
.... (161)

0„ = y
2(ttWc')(P' + O. (162)
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and so on, the results (162) being formed from (159)
according to the usual rules for the resolution of
str<

The equation in electromagnetic theory 6 which gives
the conservation of energy in free space is

^(E2 + H2
) = -3-E-£-divE^H. (163)

This expresses that the rate of decrease of electromag-
netic energy in a region is equal to the rate of dissipation
J (say) in Joule heat, together with the rate of loss
due to the Poynting flux N (say) through the boundary
of the region. Thus (163) may be written

'be/'dt =— J — div c 2
g, . . (i(j4)

where J = j . E, 4ttN = 47rc 2g = cE^H. . (165)

Again the equations ' which give the conservation ofmomentum in free space, from which in fact the de-
nrution (150, (151) are derived, are

- ?>®xx/lX - }>$xv/*y - )$xz/te = _£ + Zgt/V t

(166)

and similar equations, where
(J-, & 2) is the reaction

thefidd ^ ^ ^ the 6leCtriC Charges uP°n

nSSnSSf
(164k (lfl6

>
J"

or the 8Pecial case for which
(IbO)-(162) are vahd may be written respectively as

div {y*w(€' + |J')} + 0/a*){yV + W) - r> = - J,

(167)

^{P'+y^2/c 2)(U'+c')}+|{y2(Wc2)(^,+e0}

+f2{y
2(^/o 2)(?'+ e')}+|{r^/c 2

)(e'+|3')}-^=o,

A I -1 •

(168)
fttri similar equations. These will be used in Chapter
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CHAPTER VII

RELATIVITY AND ATOMIC PHYSICS

Atomic Physics provides some important tests of the
validity of the predictions of relativity, and on the other
hand relativity theory imposes certain general condi-
tions to which atomic phenomena must conform. This
chapter touches upon both aspects of the question.

45. Electron in Uniform Magnetic Field.—Let an
electron be projected in a uniform magnetic field of
intensity H in a plane perpendicular to this field, and
suppose there are no other forces acting on it. Then
by (127) the change of momentum is in this plane and
perpendicular to the motion. Hence the magnitude of
the velocity does not change, so that the calculation of
the motion is exactly the same as on classical theory,
with relative mass replacing the classical mass. There-
fore the path is a circle of radius mcw/eH-\/l — w 2

/c a
.

The experimental test of this formula provides the most
direct check of the relativity change of mass with
velocity. As is well known the theoretical prediction
is amply verified by observation. 1

.
1 -'

Similarly in any purely magnetic field, not depending
on time, the speed is constant and the motion is the
same as that of a classical electron of mass equal to the
relative mass.

46. Electron in the Earth's Field.—A problem which
has been extensively studied, especially by C. Stormer, 2

on account of its importance in the theory of aurora,
and also in the theory of cosmic radiation, is that of an

62
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electron moving in the earth's magnetic field. For this

purpose we may regard the field as due a magnetic di-

pole of moment M. This we consider placed at the

origin of co-ordinates along the z-axis, say, pointing in

the negative z-dircction if the z-axis points to magnetic

north. The magnetic intensity H is then

H =- (M/r5
) . (3.rs, fyz, 3z2 - r 2

), (r 2 = z 2
-f y

2 + z 2
),

producing a mechanical force ew^H/c on the electron,

where w = (x, y, z). The remaining forces are taken

to be due to gravitation and any symmetrically dis-

tributed net electric charge, and therefore yield a

resultant which is radial and obeys the inverse square

law. So it can be represented as mb . (x, y, z)jr9 , where

b is some constant. Hence the equation of motion

(127) becomes

i)
- y/M* - r*) - 3zyz} + %, (1G9)

d( x_

dl\Vl - w 2
/c

2

dtWl - w 2/c
2/ *-

5
a-(3z 2

bz

[170)

*)
= 3^/z - yxz) -f % . (171)df z^

rfAVl - w2/c 2>

where a = eM/cm.

As in §42 these equations possess the energy Integra]

c2/Vl — w2
/c

2 + b\r = constant. . (172)

An additional first integral is got by multiptying (169),

(170) by y, x respectively, subtracting, and putting

x = R cos ifj, y = R sin if/, when we find at once

R 2
(/./; R2

.

-
, ===; 4=-fl-r t constant.
yT^ w 2 /c2 dt r3

(173)

These two integrals (172), (173) form the starting-point

of the discussion of the orbits, from which, for example,
latitude and directional effects for cosmic rays are
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calculated. In practice, however, only the magnetic
force need in general bo considered, and the orbit re-
duces to the classical one with a suitable adjustment
of mass.

47. Nuclear Transformations and the Conservation of
Mass. i3, *—The first thing to mention concerning nuclear
changes is that observation gives no indication of any
violation of the law of conservation of electric charge.
This bears out the results of Chapter VI.
We now consider the energy changes connected with

nuclear processes. These are much larger, compared
with the masses involved, than in any ordinary physical
processes, and so provide one of the best available tests
of the relativity relation between mass and energy.
It would bo impossible, however, to attempt here any
general survey of the energy relations in nuclear con-
stitution and nuclear transmutations. It seems never-
theless fair to say that all the data are consistent with
the relativity theory of energy and momentum, and
the general success of predictions made with its aid
provides the best confirmation of its validity. Though
in the majority of cases, experimental difficulties so far
prevent an exact numerical test, yet when such a test
is available the theory is also well confirmed quan-
titatively.t

In the first place the result that a change of mass
AE/c2

is associated with a change AE of energy in any
form must mean that the mass of a stable nucleus is

less than the sum of the masses of the elementary
particles out of which it is composed. The difference
will represent the potential energy lost in combining
them. This is certainly true in practice of all nuclei if

* I am glad to have boen able to consult Dr. P. B. Moon
about some points in this section.

t An exception has to be made in the case of /3-ray disintegra-
tions. The emission of /J-rays in a continuous energy range
gives an apparent lack of conservation of energy, but it is now
behoved that this is remedied by the energy being shared between
the ^-particles and simultaneously emitted "neutrinos."
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the ultimate const it units are protons and electrons,

whether or not those particles retain their identity

inside the nucleus, the difference in the masses being

expressed in terms of " packing- fractions " or " mass-

delects." At present, however, it is not certain what

particles are to be taken as ultimately fundamental in

nuclear constitution. But it may be added that the

theory provides a criterion which fundamental particles

toast satisfy. For if we have three stable particles

A, B, C of masses m A , mB , mc , and if it is suggested that

A, B are fundamental and C a combination of a particle

A and a particle B, then for this to be true it would

be necessary that mc < m± -f mB . Otherwise C would

have more energy than the dissociated A and B, and

so it could not be a stable combination.

On the other hand, in radioactive nuclei the average

mass per a-partielc is found to be greater than for the

separated a-particles. This again is consistent on

relativity theory with the fact that they are unstable

with respect to a-ray disintegration, the excess mass

appearing as energy of the products of disintegration.

A satisfactory quantitative check is obtainable in the

case of the transition of uranium to uranium lead.

The total loss of mass in the a- and ^-disintegrations

in the particles themselves, and in the accompanying
liberation of energy, is known and checks well,* accord-

ing to Rutherford, Chadwick, and Ellis,' with the extra-

polation of Aston's mass curve to uranium.

As an example of a transmutation in which the masses

and energies of all the interacting particles are known,

we may cite the artificial disintegration of lithium (Li7
),

when bombarded with protons (H l
), into a-particles

(He4
) according to the reaction

3Li
7
-f ,H l -+ 22He4

.

The known masses arc

Li7 = 70104 ± 0003, Hl = 1-0072, He4 = 4-0011,

* Apart from a small uncertainty due to the circumstance
mentioned in the preceding footnote.

5
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when O = 16. Hence the decrease in mass in the
disintegration is 0-0154 ± 0-003, or (14-3 i- 2-7) x 106

electron volts. Since the initial kinetic energy of tho
lithium and proton are small in comparison, this should
give the kinetic energy of the resultant a-particles.
Actually the ranges of these particles observed by
Cockcroft and Walton 4 correspond to an energy 17-2 x 106

volts, so that this agrees within the experimental errors
with the calculated value. In the same experiment a
satisfactory check of the conservation of momentum
was obtained.

In conclusion we may note that the mass of the
neutron, or any other uncharged particle can be obtained
probably only through some such application of the
laws of energy and momentum.11

48. Stellar Radiation.—The radiation of the stars

represents a loss of energy and therefore a loss of mass.
The sun, for example, radiates at a rate of about
4 million tons per second. The problem is, Where does
this mass come from ? The most widely accepted

theory at present is that it arises from the capture of
protons, and possibly other light particles, by atomic
nuclei in the building up of heavier nuclei.5 This, as we
have seen, involves a decrease in mass, which presum-
ably results in the emission of a corresponding amount
of radiation.

The use of the " mass-luminosity relation " in this

connection yields an apparently simple calculation of

the age of the stars.6 The results, however, give rise

to difficulties as to the time scale which are as yet by
no means cleared up.

49. Inertial and Gravitational Mass.—Since special

relativity is no more a theory of gravitation than is

Newtonian mechanics, it must depend on observation

for the proportionality of inertial and gravitational

mass just as in the Newtonian case. The question then

arises as to whether the proportionality is the same for

all mass, whether in the form of matter, radiation,

kinetic energy, and so on. In other words, has the
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same amount of energy in all forms the same " weight " ?

As far as is known from observation, this actually is

the case. Firstly, in all problems of dynamical astronomy
a unique mass is associated with each body, and this

leads to self-consistent results. Secondly, experiments 7

have in fact been performed on pendulums with bobs
made of radioactive substances. The argument was
that these bodies, compared at any rate with those
into which they disintegrate, contain energy not in the

form of matter. Hence if the weight of this energy is

different from the weight of material energy it would
show itself in a difference of the period of such a
pendulum from that of a geometrically similar one
made of ordinary matter. No such difference was in

fact observed.

In General Relativity, on the other hand, it should be
pointed out, the proportionality of inertial and gravita-

tional mass is one of the fundamental postulates.

50. Compton Effect.—The well-known discovery of

Compton shows that radiation incident on free electrons

is scattered by them, with an accompanying change of

frequency. 8 If we think of the radiation as composed
of photons, then we must visualise the scattering as
being due to collisions between the photons and the electrons,

and the consequent energy exchange as being responsible

for the change of frequency. We proceed to study the
details of a single collision process of this kind.

In our previous notation let Ej, p 1( E2 , P2 be the

energy and momentum of the electron and photon
respectively, before the collision, and Ej*, p t

*, E2*, P2
*

the corresponding quantities after collision. The proper

mass of the electron is m, that of the photon is zero.

We have

E2
= hv, |p2 |=^/c; E2

* = fcv*. \p2*\=hv*lc, (174)

where v , v* are the frequencies of the photon before and

after collision. Then we have

P2 • P2* = IPal |Pa*l oos 0> • (175)
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where 6 is the angle through whieh the photon is scat-

tered (see Fig. 8).

Photon hv

Photon

Electron

Fio. 8

We have also the identities which result from (37) and
(90),

V/c 2 - Pi
2 = ™2c2 , E,*7c2 - px

*' = m 2c* ; (176)

E2
2
/c

2 - P2
2 = 0, E2*7c

2 - p2
*« = 0. . (177)

The equation of conservation of energy (mass) and
momentum for the collision are then

E
x + E2

= E,* +
Pi + P2 = Pi* +

E2
*, (178)

(179)

Solving for Ex*. p,*, hence forming Ef/c* — p^',
and making use of (176), (177), wo find

-
2
{E1(E2-E2*)-E2E2*}-p1 . p2+Pl . p2*+p2 =0.

(180)

This is the general relation between the properties of
the photon before and after interaction with an electron
moving initially in the manner specified by Ex , px

.

Suppose now that the electron is initially at rest, so that
Ej = mc 2

, p x
= 0. If this is not true in our original

axes, we can always choose a system in uniform relative

motion in which it is true. Actually, however, this is

a good approximation to the experimental cases, where,
in general, X-rays interact with outer electrons in
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atoms. The velocities and energies of these electrons

are so small compared with the velocities and energies

imparted by the interaction that they may be neglected,

and the electrons treated as free and at rest.

Inserting theso particular values for E 1( pt
in (180),

and using (174), (175), it reduces to

v _ v* = huu* (1 - cos 0)/mcz
, . (181)

or AA = A* - A = — sin 2
r> . . . (182)mc Z

If therefore radiation of wave-length A incident on free

electrons initially at rest is deflected through an angle 0,

then it suffers a change of wave-length AA given by (182).

This is the Compton effect. Wc have not sufficient equa-

tions to determine the angle of scattering, for we have
assumed nothing about the details of the mechanism
of interaction. This belongs to the domain of Quantum
Mechanics, which supplies a means of calculating the
probability that the photon will be scattered through
any given angle. What (180) provides is a condition

which must be satisfied whatever the detailed mechan-
isms, and it is well borne out by observation.

It follows from (181) that for given v the scattered

frequency has a minimum value vm* (say) for 6 = rr,

given by l/vm* = l/v + Ihjmc-. Hence vm * > always,
which means that there always is a scattered photon.
Further, all the processes considered are reversible.

The important conclusion therefore follows, that a free
electron cannot absorb or emit a photon. It can only alter

the frequency. This conclusion may also be reached
by a general type of argument, believed to have been
applied to the present case originally by Jeans. For
if it is possible for a free electron to absorb a photon,
then consider the view adopted by an observer with
respect to whom it is at rest after the process. Then,
whatever the initial motion of the electron, this observer
will certainly saj' that it has lost kinetic energy in being
reduced to rest. But he will also say that the photon
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has lost energy, in fact all its energy, in being absorbed.
Hence the net result, for him, is that energy has dis-

appeared. This is impossible, if the conservation law
is true, and so the electron cannot absorb a photon.
Similarly the electron cannot emit a photon.
The essence of the argument is that the disappearance

of a photon is an absolute process. If one observer
observes that a photon has disappeared, then all other
observers must agree with him. On the other hand, a
decrease of frequency of a photon is a relative process.

If some observers observe a decrease, others, moving
differently, will observe an increase. Of course, the
reason the argument does not preclude absorption and
emission by atomic systems is that there the energy of
an absorbed quantum reappears in the form of excitation
energy of the atom. More generally, any body whose
total proper mass can be altered can absorb or emit
radiation without violating the conservation laws.

51. Uncertainty Principle.—Another important de-
duction from (181) is that for small values of 6 the
momentum communicated to the electron is approx-
imately h(v — v*)/c, being that lost by the photon
when we neglect its change of direction. If v — v* is

small compared with v, this momentum is seen to be
approximately AV2 2/2mc3

. For 4= 0, this tends to

infinity as y->-co. This then supplies part of the
argument employed in establishing the Uncertainty
Principle 9 by use of Heisenberg's " y-ray microscope."
For in order to get better and better definition in

determining the position of an electron by its means,
radiation of higher and higher frequency must be used.

But our result shows that this introduces a greater and
greater uncertainty into the value of the momentum of the

electron at the instant when its position is being determined.

As far as this goes, it indicates that simultaneous values
of the position and momentum of an electron cannot
be determined to an arbitrary degree of accuracy.
The Uncertainty Principle states in fact that the product
of the uncertainties in these values cannot be less than
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a quantity of the order of h, but the actual demonstra-

tion of this result requires additional considerations of

resolving power which cannot be included hero.

52. Annihilation of Matter.—In view of the frequently

discussed hypothesis that two particles can annihilate

each other with the production of radiation, Synge 10

has recently enumerated the relevant possibilities

allowed by the conservation laws. We shall re-derive

his results by the methods of this chapter.

Consider the encounter of two corpuscles of proper

mass mlf m2 , energy Ex , E2 , momentum p„ p2 respec-

tively, and suppose in the first place that the result of

the encounter is a single corpuscle of proper mass m*,

energy E*, momentum p*. Now for each corpuscle we
have the relation analogous to (176) typified by

E 2
/c

2 -
|p|

2 = m2c2 . . . (183)

Consequently (i) E > c|p| if m > 0, i.e. if the corpuscle

is a " particle,'
1 and conversely.

(ii) E = c|p| if ra = 0, i.e. if the corpuscle is a
" photon," and conversely.

(iii) E < c|pj cannot occur for ra > 0. We shall

exclude the possibility of negative proper mass. The
laws of conservation of energy and momentum give

B,4*Ea
= B*, PX + P2 = P*. . (184)

The last equation then gives, in virtue of an elementary

property of vectors,

|P*I < iPil + |P2 i>
• • (185)

equality occurring if and only if px , p2 have the same
direction. Therefore

E* Ex + E2

c|p*| clpj + c|p
2

(186)

whence it follows that (a) if one or both of the

inequalities E, > c|p,|, Eo > c|p2 |
is satisfied, giving

E
x
- E2 > c\v

v \
+ c|p2 |, then E* > c|p*|.

(6) if E1=c|p1 |, E2=c|p2 |, giving Ex-fE2=c|p1 |+c|p2 |,
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and (a) if pl5 p2 are not in the same direction, so that
|P*I < |Pil + |P2 |> then again E* > c|p*|, but (jS) if

p lf p2 are in the same direction, so that |p*| = IpJ -f |p I

then E* = c|p*|.

Interpreting these results in the light of (i), (ii), (iii)

they mean (a) if a particle and. a photon, or two particles,
collide and produce a single corpuscle, then this is a
particle.

(b) If two photons collide and. produce a single corpuscle
then it is (a) a particle, if they are moving in different
directions, (0) a photon., if they are moving' in the same
direction.

The processes are reversible, so we may state the
converse results that (c) a particle may disintegrate
into (a) two particles with four degrees of arbitrari-
ness, (jS) a particle and a photon with three degrees of
arbitrariness, (y) two photons moving along different
directions, with two degrees of arbitrariness.

(d) a photon may disintegrate into two photons
moving along the same direction, with one degree of
arbitrariness.

The degrees of arbitrariness are enumerated from
the fact that (184) provides four equations for the eight
quantities represented by E^ E2 , Pj, p,, counting the
components of the momentum separately. The condi-
tion that a pair E, p should belong to a photon intro-
duces one extra condition. The case (d) may be regarded
as a special case of (c, y).

If in the second place we suppose the result of the
encounter of one pair of corpuscles is another pair,
then it can be seen that, with suitable initial conditions,
any combination of particles and photons may occur.
The number of degrees of arbitrariness in any particular
case can be evaluated as before.

The reason the possibility (a), for example, is not
excluded, in spite of the conclusion of §50 that a
single electron cannot absorb a photon, is simply that
here we do not require the resulting particle to have
the same proper mass as the initial one. It is not,
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of course, implied that all the processes do occur in

nature ; we are concerned merely to see which would
be permitted by the conservation laws. The most
important result is the well-known one that two particles

might annihilate each other and produce two pltotons,

but could not do so and produce a single photon.
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CHAPTER Vm
RELATIVITY THERMODYNAMICS, STATISTICAT

MECHANICS, AND HYDIU^MEaiANlCS

In this chapter we apply relativity theory to somethermal and mechanical properties of continuous mediaand statistical systems.

53. Pressure.—We have already considered the trans-
formation of the stress in an electaromamietio field
obtaining the formula (155), (156). It is Soeflsary to
be qiute clear about the meaning of these relations.They connect the stress measured by A across any
surface clement at rest with respect to himself, with the
Stress, at the same event, measured by B across a
surface element at rest with respect to "himself But
this does not correspond exactly to the idea of stress ina material medium. For there we usually define stress
by considering the forces exerted by the part of the
fluid on one side of a surface element upon the part ofthe fluid on the other side. This implies that the mrface
fermntis moving with the fluid. In particular it is clear
that this method of definition is used in proving that
the stress m a perfect fluid reduces to an isotropic ores-
sure. l ^

If now the medium, or that element of it in which we
are interested, is at rest in S', and if the pressure IT is
isotropic, then the force across unit area placed per-
pendicular toO, is f. Then by the law of trans-
formation (47), this force when measured in S has
again magnitude }.)'

;
also the area across which it

acts has the same measure. Hence it gives a component
74
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of stress fl
1 parallel to Ox. Again in S' the force across

unit area placed parallel to OV is |J'. By (47) this

force measured in S lias magnitude $)'//* • but tne arca

across which it acts has a measure reduced by the

Fitzgerald factor 1//3. Hence in S the force per unit

area in this direction is again £T, giving a component

of stress of this amount. These forces are referred to

surface elements in S moving with the fluid, so that if

$) is what is ordinarily meant by the fluid pressure

in S, then we have proved that

r=r. • • •
( 187 >

54. Heat, Temperature, and Entropy—a Particular

Thermodynamic System.—We shall consider a thermo-

dynamic system consisting of temperature radiation,

temperature T', in a perfectly reflecting enclosure of

volume V, at rest in S'.

In the first, place, we may apply (187) to what is usually

understood by the radiation pressure in the system just

described.

Now suppose the system undergoes a small reversible

change. In S' we shall have the usual result, expressing

the consequence of the first law of thermodynamics,

given by

dQ' = d<£ + dm', . . (188)

where d(E' is the increase in internal energy (£' = e'tT,

<Z(»£r is the external work done by the system, and dQ'

is the quantity of heat communicated to the system.

We assume the enclosure remains at rest in S' so that

dM' = fJ'tfU'. As in § 43, c' is the energy density.

Equation (188) may be taken as defining a quantity

of heat consistent with the conservation of energy, so

that a similar result must hold in S, expressing A's

view of the process. This we may write as

dQ = d<£ -f dm. . . (189)

The Fitzgerald contraction gives for the volume

measured by A ^ = 'BV/S. . . . (1UU)
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Now the radiation here considered provides an
example of the type of electromagnetic field discussed
in §44. We have therefore, using (157), (190),

(L
: =^ =W + V»H'/c*}3 -m' + (V 2

/cW <3'}. (191)

Again, the total momentum in S is Cr = gij, and from
(158), (190) we find

Gfc-flV/BW + lW), Of- G,-fc (192)

Hence a change in (£', $', '$' naturally involves a change
in the momentum as measured by A, even though the
velocity V remains constant. This change of momentum,
dQx (say), requires, of course, the expenditure of work.
Since the velocity of the system is V the amount of this
work is VdGx which follows exactly as in ordinary
mechanics from a consideration of the force required,
and the distance travelled by its point of application.
Therefore the net amount of work performed by the
system, as measured in S, is

dm = $d$ - VdGx

- $'dti'lp - 0(V 2
/c 2W + U'i3'). (193)

Substituting (191), (193) in (189) we find at once that

dQ = dQ'IP, or Q = Q'/yS, . (194)

since the integrated form of the result must follow at
once. This gives the law of transformation of quantity

of heat for this particular system.
Suppose now that the system was originally at rest

in S enclosed in a rigid adiabatic envelope, and having
entropy ,S = ^ - Then it could have been given the
velocity V by a process which is thermodynamically
reversible. This process therefore would not change its

entropy. But the value .S , being that measured by
an observer at rest with respect to the system, is also
the value of the entropy S' measured in S', when tho
system is stationary in S'. Hence we conclude that
lite, entropy is invariant under a Lorentz transformation

that is $ = £'. (195)
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A caution should, however, be inserted here against

the wrong use of arguments of this type. It would not

have been legitimate to suppose the observer B originally

at rest with respect to A, and then given a velocity V.

For in this process B would be accelerated with respect

to A, and hence the special theory of relativity, which
deals only with observers in uniform relative motion,

could say nothing about the relation between their

observations during the process. The argument em-
ployed to establish the invariance of entropy avoids this

difficulty by not requiring the velocity of the observers,

but only that of the system observed, to be changed.

Returning to (194), (195), we use the property of the

absolute temperature T given by

dQ = Td§, . . (196)

which expresses the result of the second law of thermo-
dynamics. This must hold in S and in S'. Hence the

law of transformation of absolute temperature is in this

case

T = T'/
J
8. . . . (197)

55. General Thermodynamic System.—We have worked
out the transformations of the thermodynamic para-

meters for an enclosure of electromagnetic radiation.

But now, if we know the law of transformation of

absolute temperature T for any one thermodynamic
system, then we know it for any other. For any given
thermodynamic system could be put in thermal contact
with the enclosure of radiation. Then, by the definition

of temperature, all observers must agree that the two
systems have equal temperatures. Therefore the law

of transformation of T must be the same for both systems.

Similarly the law of transformation of quantity of heat

must be the same for both systems, since any given quan-
tity of heat communicated to the given system could, if

desired, be regarded as supplied from an enclosure con-
taining radiation only. The same result follows when
we notice that the argument yielding the invariance
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of entropy is quite general, so that, in virtue of (196),
if we accept the general validity of (197) then we must
accept also that of (194).

These considerations lead us to suspect that the laws
of transformation of energy (£, and momentum G expressed
by (191), (192) are also completely general. It is in fact
clear that the latter relations are always sufficient to
ensure the required transformation of Q, but it is not
immediately clear that they are always necessary. It

can, however, be demonstrated that this is in fact the
case. Pauli, 1 for example, establishes the result by use
of a momentum-energy tensor. It can also be estab-
lished with fair generality by " kinetic theory " con-
sideration of quite elementary, though somewhat
tedious, character. In either case the general treatment
is outside the scope of tho present monograph, and so
we shall now assume the general truth of these results.

Collecting together the results so far derived in this

chapter we have for any thermodynamic system the
following relations between quantities * (dashed) meas-
ured by an observer with respect to whom the system is

at rest and those (undashed) measured by an observer

with respect to whom it has velocity V.

Pressure, $ = \)' . Volume, ^ = D'/^S.

Energy contained in volume 'Q, (g = /?{(£' -f (V 2/c 2
)$'i)'}.

Momentum contained in volume tj,

G = m' + *T<)'}(V/c 2
).

Quantity of heat, Q = Q'/j3. Entropy, § = ^'.

Absolute temperature, T = T'/j8. . (198)

56. Statistical Mechanics.—The results of this chapter
so far deal with the relations between the measures of
the properties of thermodynamic systems made by
different observers. We now enquire if the relations
between these properties themselves are altered if the
systems obey the dynamical laws of relativity, rather
than of classical theory. The question is naturally
one of statistical mechanics.

* With the definitions hore stated or implied. The result of
any particular ex-periment designed to measure, say, the " tern-
perature " of a moving body may not give immediately the value
of the present T.
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Now the accepted general body of statistical mechan-

ics for conservative, non-quantised, systems is based

simply on the fact that the systems dealt with obey

Hamilton's equations of motion.2 We have shown that

these equations hold good in relativity mechanics

(§ 22). Hence all the general results of statistical mechan-

ics retain their validity for relativistic systems. These

include Liouville's Theorem, the existence of entropy

and the statistical proof of the second law of thermo-

dynamics, and hence the existence of absolute temperature,

and the canonical law of energy distribution. The latter

states that, in an assembly of a large number N of

similar systems, each described by generalised co-

ordinates qjt and conjugate momenta p }(j = 1,2,... n),

the number having values of these variables in the

range (qv . . ., pn ; 1i + d<li> • • •» P* + dpn)
is

Ae-$!kTdqi . . . dpu , . . (199)

where W(Qv • » P") ls tuc corresponding namiltonian,

assumed explicitly independent of the time t. The

constant A is determined by the condition

J . . . lA&-^faiq1 . . . dpn = N,

the integrals being taken over the whole accessible

range of qv . . ., p„. It can then be shown that

q^l^i = kT
> Pi*$l*Pf = kT

> • (
20°)

where the bar denotes a time average. This is the general

theorem of equipartition.9

The type of result which does not carry over into

relativity theory is that which depends on the special

form of $){q} , Pj) appropriate to classical theory. This

latter can in general be expressed as a sum of squares

of suitably chosen qjt p }
and then the equipartition

theorem shows that to each such term there corresponds

a contribution &T/2 to the mean energy of the assembly.

This special form of the equipartition theorem does not

hold in relativistic systems, since for these the energy

camiot be expressed as sums of squares.
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In applying these general conclusions we may note

first that the usual relations between temperature,
pressure, energy, and entropy for an enclosure of

temperature radiation continue to hold in relativity theory,

when these quantities are measured by an observer at

rest with respect to the enclosure. This is ultimately
duo to the fact that the electromagnetic equations
satisfy the relativity principle.

Consider, however, the case of an ideal gas, consisting

of moving point-mass molecules. Any departure from
the results of classical theory must be due to the fact

that the expression (41) must be used for the kinetic

energy of the molecules. Thus the energy is still a
function of T only, but not the simple function given by
classical theory. Also the usual simple relation between
pressure and energy is no longer valid. Instead the
Virial Law in relativity takes the form

E
fc + K=-r7P, . . (201)

derived from the equations of motion (42), by forming
the average values by methods analogous to those of
classical theory. Here r is the position vector of the
molecule concerned, and

E
fc
= mc2

(1/Vl - w2/c2 - 1).

Thence it would follow in the usual manner that

PD = l(£Ek + ZK + £2rf(r)). (202)

where the sums are taken over all molecules, or pairs
of molecules, in volume *D, and f(r) is the repulsive
force between two molecules at distance r apart, if the law
of equality of action and reaction between these mole-
cules were valid. This, however, is not strictly true

(§ 20). But if as in ordinary gases the last term in (202)
is a fairly small correction term the consequent error in
it may be neglected.

This last result, for the case of no interaction, can be
established by elementary kinetic theory considerations,
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similar to those employed in § 34 in studying electric

current. Now, however, instead of evaluating a How

of charge we have to evaluate a flow of momentum.

Adopting the notation of § 34, the number of particles

crossing unit area placed perpendicular to the x-axis in

unit time is Zun(vr). Each of these has momentum

mu j-\/l — w 2
/c

2 in the re-direction, where m is the proper

mass. Hence the net transfer of momentum in the

positive z-tlirection, counting particles coming from both

sides of the surface element and assuming there is no

mass-motion, is

2Zmn[vi)u*IVl - w 2/c3 , . . (203)

summed for all positive values of u. This, by definition,

measures the pressure ft)
in the ^-direction. For an

isotropic gas with no mass motion the mean values are

such that n2 o#i2w2 = w 2
/3.

Hence from (203), noting that the sum over all positive

u is half the sum over all u, we have

»" *row • (vi-w 2/c2)
= *» • <

K+ E*>> (204)

where n is the total number of molecules per unit volume.

The same result holds for any other direction. Hence

the result is equivalent to (202) with / a 0.

It is not easy to introduce the temperature by these

elementary methods. We still have, however, for the

equation of state |ffi = RT, where R is the gas constant,

since the general statistical derivation of this result

does not depend on the explicit expression for the

kinetic energy.4

We may record that Stoner 5 and others have shown

the existence of interesting effects in stellar constitution

of the " relativistio collection " to the mass of the free

elect cons.

57. Hydrodynamics.—Wo have seen that the equa-

tions of conservation of energy and momentum in an

electromagnetic field, in the particular case in which
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there exists a velocity w having the properties described,
are given by (1G7), (1G8). The analogous equations
for a material fluid are, of course, the equation of
continuity, expressing the conservation of mass which
in relativity theory is also the conservation of energy,
and the equations of motion. Now it is reasonable to
conjecture that the latter equations will be formally
the same as for the case of the electromagnetic field.

Let us see then what this would give.

In the first place w is such that an observer M moving
with this velocity finds that then; is no momentum flux
relative to himself (condition g' = 0) and that the stress
relative to himself reduces to an isotropic pressure }.!'.

But this is exactly the way in which we should define
the velocity w of an ideal fluid in which the pressure,
in virtue of § 53, is $ = f. Further e' is the energy
per unit volume measured by the observer M, and this
again is exactly what we should mean by saying that
the fluid has proper density Po = e '/c 2

. Again J is the
rate of generation of heat, so that in the case of an
ideal fluid we must set J = 0. Lastly

(J£, $, B) would
represent the body force per unit volume. With these
interpretations of the symbols in (167), (168), and
reducing (168) somewhat with the aid of (167), the
result of our supposition appears as

div {y2w(Po + $}/c2)} + (<>/M){y2
(/>o + #/c a

)
- #/c 2

} = 0,

(205)

y*(po+ $)/c 2)Dw/D*+ a*J/»*+ (M /C2)a$/^ =<£,
(206)

and similar equations for Dv/Dl, DwjDt, where these
are the usual Eulerian derivatives " following the
motion."
These equations satisfy all the general conditions we

can require of them. For they are certainly valid for
the special electromagnetic field from which we started,
and so by their method of derivation they satisfy
the relativity principle. Moreover, if we let c-*oo,
then (205), (206) become just the usual equations of
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continuity and of motion, in Euler's form, of a perfect

fluid on classical hydromechanics. This confirms our

supposition, though it does not prove it, that (205)

(206) are the relativistic hydrodynamical equations of a

perfect fluid.

Actually these equations can be derived from more

general considerations, and expressed more concisely,

with the aid of tensor calculus."
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ADDITIONAL NOTES

(</) A remarkable illustration of time-dilatation is now familiar.

The "proper-lifetime " of a meson is found by experiment to bo
about 2 or 3 X 10" 8 second. Even at the spood of light a particle

could travol only something of the order of 1 km. in this time.

Yet the mosons associated with cosmic rays apparently roach the

earth's surface from a height of about 10 kms. ! But now the.

theory of production of such mosons ascribes to them an energy
E of about 10" electron volts. From (19), (41) the corresponding
timo-dilatation is E/mc 8

, where m is the proper mass, and this

works out at a factor of about 10 ; the speed is then very near
that of light. Thus for an observer on tho earth the apparent
lifetime of such mosons is about ten times the proper- lifetime

and so their presumed travel is satisfactorily explained (to within

the uncertainties of the magnitudes involved). Alternatively,
for an observer moving with the mesons the apparent travol is

contracted by a factor about 10 _1 and tho same result follows.

(See Rep. on Progress in Physics, X (I'hys. Soc, 1946), 17. 258.

(6) Associated with the concept of time dilatation is the so-

called " clock-paradox "
; a brief treatment is given by McCrea,

Nature, 167(1951). 680.
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(c) G. W. O. Howe (Wireless Engineer, March 1944) has called
attention to electromagnetic phenomena which apparently violate
Newton's Third Law. The violation concerns terms involving
the velocity of light ; so we need not expect them to conform to
classical laws. The phenomena are in fact excellent illustrations

of the principle stated in the text, that the Third Law does not
admit of immediate extension to relativity mechanics (and
therefore not to electromagnetic phenomena which, as Chapter VI
will show, essentially involve relativity mechanics).

(d) [See p. 62.] Neglecting the relativistie factor, the radius is

proportional to the speed and so the timo taken to describe the
circle is independent of its radius. This fact is exploited in the
Lawrence " Cyclotron." But the property fails when the rela-

tivistie correction becomes significant, so that in order to produce
exceedingly high energies a re-design ofthe apparatus is demanded
(see Mann, The Cyclotron (these Monographs, 1940)).

(e) Though §§ 47, 48 retain their validity so far as they go, they
could be superseded by more definite statements based on results
published since 1934. But this would necessitate some expansion
and so, in viow of the decision to minimise revision, general refer-

ence merely will bo made, regarding the matter of § 47 to Feather,
Introduction to Nuclear Physics (1936) ; Gamov, Birth and
Death of the Sun (1941) ; McCrea, Occasional Notes, R.A.S., No. 6,

78-88 (1939),

(/) In connection with the relativistie treatment of an ideal
fluid, it ought to be noticed that the classical notion of an incom-
pressible liquid cannot bo immediately taken over into relativity

theory (see, for example, A. R. Curtis, Proc. Roy. Soc, 200A
(1950), 248). In a similar way, the classical notion of a rigid
body cannot bo taken over directly. This has been a subject
for much discussion ; a simple treatment of a relativistically

rigid rod is given by J. E. Hogarth and W. H. McCrea, Proc.
Camb. Phil. Soc, 48 (1952), 616.
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